
Jamais: It’s interesting to think about how the last 
decade has shaped my perception of the subjects 
of online anonymity, persistent visibility, and the net-
worked world. I’m less strident now, I suppose, and 
more willing to look for ways to use the inevitable 
expansion of mutual (as well as unbalanced) transpar-
ency for positive social ends. How would you say your 
thoughts on transparency have evolved since the pub-
lication of your 1999 book The Transparent Society? 

David: I have had a little humility drummed into me 
over the last few years. I’ve learned the hard way 
that my own aphorism—Criticism is the only known 
antidote to error—works best when you least expect 
it! You always need to be alert for when some notion 
needs a reality check. 

I’ve found that transparency is actually a sub-set of 
something much deeper called “reciprocal account-
ability.” It is a power that only a few generations have 
had to hold each other—and the mighty—accountable. 
It’s a very recent invention and we all, especially the 
mighty, squirm like mad to avoid it. But it is respon-
sible for every step we’ve taken away from feudalism.

Jamais: Can you expand on what you mean by  
reciprocal accountability? What does that look like,  
in practice?

David: We have long been bedeviled by one of those 
“devil’s dichotomies”—the standoff between Rousseau 
and Hobbes. The latter said that men are inherently 
vile, and thus we need constant repression of our base 
or predatory tendencies by the harsh rod of authority, 
either from lords or the state or church. Rousseau held 
that we are angels in the “state of nature” and only 
corrupted by all that state and religion stuff.

To any sensible person, these crystallized essences 
seem the purest hogwash! As John Locke sensibly 
pointed out, humans are obviously complex mixtures 
of angelic and devilish traits. Some of us behave well 
if left unsupervised. Others won’t. But clearly both 
Hobbes and Locke were right to criticize the demean-
ing effects of each others’ prescriptions. Too much 
supervision, and too little, are both recipes for disaster.

Fortunately, Locke—and Adam Smith and Franklin 
and other figures from the pragmatic wing of the 
Enlightenment—noticed something cool. Something 

that had been discussed by Pericles, briefly, more than 
two millennia earlier (just before the kings and priests 
and Platonist philosophers brought the curtain down 
on a 2,000-year dark age). They noticed that you don’t 
need very much repression from above, in order to 
curb the nasty tendencies in human nature. By and 
large, with a little help from a benign state, we can do 
that job ourselves! If common people are empowered 
with rights—speech, protest, petition, and recourse 
to law—they will naturally (and eagerly) pounce upon 
each others’ faults, especially whenever they see 
someone trying to pull some kind of predatory moves.

In theory, reciprocal accountability is about a benign 
state helping neighbors to cancel out each others’ 
devils, while the better angels of our nature are free to 
cooperate or compete joyfully, in markets and other 
“arenas” of human accomplishment.

Sure, any person reading this will shout and point out a 
myriad ways in which this process is not working well 
today! But I must answer in two ways. (1) We got to 
where we are today precisely because this process has 
worked pretty well, enough times to change the entire 
sweep of human existence. (2) Your own rapid objec-
tions, seeking to correct my error, are examples of this 
modern reflex. You help to prove my point.

Ironically, one person used this method to pin me with 
an apparent exception, an apparent failure of recipro-
cal accountability and transparency to do the good 
that I keep yattering about. “What about shy people?” 
she asked? “Transparency may empower them, like 
everybody else. But shy people don’t want to step for-
ward and skewer others with accountability. They don’t 
want to stop peeping toms and big brothers by ‘look-
ing back.’ They just want to be left alone.”

Try as I might, I cannot come up with a glib answer 
to that one. Except to say that the world of tomorrow 
needs to be more than just open and free. It will also, 
eventually, have to be at least a bit polite.

Jamais: As I’ve written about the participatory panop-
ticon, it seems to me that the most profound changes 
that will emerge from the technologies of transparency 
have to do with relationships—how we interact with 
each other. Manners matter when we all have this kind 
of power, whether we want it or not. So does trust. 
Privacy gets all of the attention, but the most painful 
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changes will have more to do with honesty—or, as  
you put it, “accountability.”  

It’s interesting to watch this all emerge. The clash 
between the pre-panopticon culture and the reciprocal 
accountability culture will likely be noisy and not always 
very pleasant for either side. We can see inklings of this 
with the dismay many older Americans feel about how 
much teenagers reveal about themselves on sites like 
MySpace. Dire warnings about employment prospects 
rub shoulders with moral panics about photos of young 
people acting like, well, young people. Meanwhile, the 
folks using these sites, by and large, can’t quite see 
what all the fuss is about. They’ve internalized a bit of 
the panopticon culture. Most people writing about this 
subject seem to assume that, once these young people 
grow up, they’ll be embarrassed by their past exhibi-
tionism. But what if they are not?

“What do you think are the most important dynamics 
here? Is this technology drive? Is it a result of a grow-
ing desire for accountability by those with social power, 
such as the placement of cameras in police cars to 
record traffic stops? Or are we backing into it, not quite 
realizing the impact of things like camera phones?

David: There are so many levels. One is the tendency 
of all professionals to defend their turf, which is a phe-
nomenon as old as specialization itself. If allowed to 
take root and metastasize, this natural human drive will 
result in a myriad barriers erected, telling amateurs and 
citizens never to do anything for themselves because 
they are “not qualified.” Certainly this will be applied 
to the most powerful thing of all, knowledge. And the 
ability to see. Excuses and rationalizations will abound, 
for why citizens must not be allowed to see this or that. 
Eventually, to see anything at all. But, I think it’s even 
better explained at another level. One that I call “the 
return of the village.”

Seriously, all the stuff you carry in your wallet—credit 
cards, ID, money—these are all credentials that replace 
something else that used to suffice in human life, 
your reputation. During 99% of human generations, 
we lived mostly in villages and clans and small towns 
where everyone knew everybody else. That’s why most 
people can identify and “know” about 1,000 to 5,000 
people, the maximum number that a gregarious person 
would have had to know in olden times.

 

In those days, (as attested to vividly in Shakespeare) 
your reputation was incredibly important. It reflected 
your status among those few thousand people who 
mattered. It determined your ability to buy and sell and 
to derive the benefits of reciprocal respect, to basically 
make deals with a hand shake. Modern urban pseudo-
anonymity is, by comparison, a recent and uncomfort-
able innovation, only made possible with countless 
prosthetic devices. Lenses and cameras that extend 
vision. Books, libraries, and databases that extend 
memory. And credentials and money that enhance 
reputation, turning it into a complex fluid with countless 
nuanced functions. But they all still boil down to the 
same thing: “Will all my fellow tribesmen let me have 
and do and become the things that I want?”

Jamais: Historically, we haven’t done a very good job 
at making village communities that allow their mem-
bers to do and become the things that they want. 
Overwhelming observation has, by and large, been 
more often used to suppress outside-the-mainstream 
behavior than to go after the powerful and corrupt. 
How do you see this emerging world differing?

David: You and I are examples of the sort of people 
who were burned at the stake in almost any other cul-
ture. Yet, in this one, we are paid well to poke at the 
boundaries of the “box.” I’m pretty grateful for that, 
and for the millions of others like us, who are allowed 
and encouraged to bicker and compete and criticize. 
It is a noisy, noisome civilization and its imperfections 
may yet kill us all. But is so vastly beats all of the neat 
and tidy ones that came before. 

Now we’re entering a new era when the village  
seems about to return. With our senses and memories 
enhanced prodigiously by new prostheses, suddenly 
we can “know” the reputations of millions, soon to  
be billions, of fellow Earth citizens. A tap of your VR 
eyeglasses will identify any person, along with profiles 
and alerts, almost as if you had been gossiping about 
him and her for years.

It’s seriously scary prospect and one that is utterly 
unavoidable. The cities we grew up in were semi-anon-
ymous only because they were primitive. The village is 
returning. And with it serious, lifelong worry about that 
state of our reputations. Kids who do not know this 
are playing with fire. They had better hope that the vil-
lage will be a nice one. A village that shrugs a lot, and 
forgives. 

Jamais Cascio 
is a co-founder of WorldChanging, an IFTF Research 
Affiliate, and guest editor of this year’s Ten-Year 
Forecast: Perspectives. He has been a leading  
commentator on the participatory panopticon.

Tools: Living Life Under a Lens 

The participatory panopticon emerges from the 
intersection of well-established technological and 
social trends. Digital cameras have gotten smaller, 
cheaper and easier to use; online storage and wire-
less networking have become more plentiful and, 
quite often, free to use; and in much of the world, 
the dominant information platform isn’t the desktop 
computer but the mobile telephone. Web sites like 
Flickr and YouTube make it easy for people to share 
recordings of their lives, and youth-oriented social-
networking sites like MySpace are full of casual 
photos and videos uploaded with little thought.  

The next decade will see more people recording 
just about everything they see—including the activ-
ities and words of the people around them. This is 
more than snapping a photo of an interesting sight, 
it’s the full-time capture of one’s surroundings. An 
already extant early manifestation of this practice, 
referred to as “life caching,” relies on still images 
from handheld or wearable cameras; as bandwidth 
and storage continue to get cheaper, life caching 
will inevitably move to video.

The utility of such tools isn’t hard to see. Constant 
recordings of one’s activities, easily accessed 
through sophisticated indexing and tagging soft-
ware, would quickly become something akin to a 
backup memory, augmenting often dubious, error-
prone natural memories. Anyone in professional or 
social positions in which accurate documentation of 
actions and conversations is important would find 
these tools of enormous value, as would people 
suffering from “information overload,” a condition in 
which remembering what’s vital and timely amidst 
the abundant and banal is difficult at best. 

Users: The Generations Divide 

The particulars of use will likely split along demo-
graphic lines. Aging but tech-friendly populations 
in the United States, Japan, and Europe will be a 
major audience, as these technologies (if given a 
sufficiently easy-to-use interface) will be of enor-
mous value to people suffering from age-related 
memory lapses. Business, military, and civil secu-
rity use will be commonplace, as well; the U.S. 

military is already experimenting with early forms of 
these tools, looking at the recording functions as a 
way of improving after-action analysis. 

By contrast, today’s MySpace generation will 
embrace the networking aspects of the technolo-
gies, seeing the life caching tools as a means 
of sharing their life experiences with peers. 
Recognizing this emerging trend, a growing num-
ber of so-called “mobile network virtual operators” 
(MNVOs), who repackage and resell bandwidth 
from major carriers, have launched with an empha-
sis on data, video, and network connectivity rather 
than voice. These new operators target younger 
markets. MNVOs may prove to be a catalyst in the 
emergence of the participatory panopticon, as they 
can provide wireless networks with features spe-
cific to emerging or niche demands.

Politics: Sousveillance on the Rise 

These tools have a well-established political use, 
as well. Groups like wearcam.org celebrate these 
technologies as making it easier to “watch the 
watchmen,” and call the bottom–up, distributed 
network of observation tools sousveillance, or 
“watching from below,” in contrast to surveillance, 
or “watching from above.” Examples of sousveil-
lance abound. The British press calls on citizens to 
record and upload media-averse politicians deliver-
ing speeches in out-of-the-way locales. A quick-
thinking subway rider in New York uses her camera 
phone to take a surreptitious photo of a man 
exposing himself to female passengers, leading to 
his arrest. Such examples will become increasingly 
common.

Historically, surveillance has been a tool for institu-
tions of authority to maintain control; the advent 
of a sousveillance culture suggests that citizens 
will be better able to keep tabs on the activities of 
those in power. Corrupt or unethical behavior is 
more likely to be uncovered, and recordings of par-
ticularly egregious abuses could be spread almost 
instantly. At the same time, such a social trend 
could manifest as vigilantism, particularly if framed 
as an anti-terrorism or crime-deterrence program.

—Jamais Cascio
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Politics:

Participatory Panopticon
Camera phones, webcams, and other mobile network devices have become increasingly commonplace. While the initial use 

of these devices may have been to trade messages and humorous or embarrassing images among friends, wireless informa-

tion and sensory devices have acquired greater social—and political—importance over the last couple years. They are the early 

manifestation of the participatory panopticon, a world in which we record our lives as well as the lives of those around us. 

everything is potentially on the record, often from multiple perspectives; not only is privacy a thing of the past but potentially 

secrecy as well. Such a world isn’t necessarily intentional; instead, it’s the emergent result of individually reasonable  

technological and social choices, choices we’re making right now. 

Reciprocal accountability is about a benign state helping neighbors to cancel out each others’ devils, 

while the better angels of our nature are free to cooperate or compete joyfully.
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WHAT TO DO

Marketing:

BUILD ECONOMIES ON REPUTATION

In a world where individual behavior can be measured and monitored in lots of 
different ways, reputation will become an increasingly important “currency”—a 
way of valuing the social capital of an individual, a company, or perhaps even 
an entire community. Complex sets of reputation data and equally complex 
reputation analysis tools may well begin to shift the way markets and even 
entire economies behave. For example, new pricing models may emerge for 
health products (and insurance), linking them to healthy behaviors—better 
behavior gets steeper discounts. And as intangibles are increasingly incorpo-
rated into accounting schemes for both communities and corporations, repu-
tation tracking will become a key accounting skill. (See “Finance: Intangible 
ReformS” for more details on alternate capitals.)

Technology:

ExPECT A PANOPLY Of COUNTER-PANOPTICON TOOLS

Even as people embrace a more public and documented life, the demand 
for counter-surveillance (or sousveillance) tools will likely expand at all lev-
els—from institutions to individuals. The same companies and practices that 
provide the context-aware environments of the future may find themselves 
also developing and marketing tools to block some of that context aware-
ness. From surveillance-secure rooms or buildings to tools that can create 
ad hoc “invisible” spaces, people will turn to technology to address some of 
the problems that rapidly changing social norms and behaviors cannot. Over 
time, a complex etiquette of privacy is likely to emerge, not unlike the shifting 
etiquette of cell phone use.

Communities:

ExPLORE EMERGING MEANINGS Of “PUBLIC”

Communities are built around the idea of “public”—public spaces, public 
goods, public identities. Much of the management of communities involves 
brokering shared agreements about what is considered public and what is 
not. As the practical experience of privacy is altered by the participatory pan-
opticon, both the meaning of public and the tools for managing what is con-
sidered public will shift. The result will likely extend far beyond questions of 
privacy to basic assumptions about private ownership.  

WHAT TO 
PONDER

The implications of the pan-
opticon technologies regard-
ing secrecy and account-
ability could be dramatic. 
A world in which someone 
could be capturing and 
uploading what you say or 
do at any time is a world in 
which it has become much 
more difficult to get away 
with lies and misrepresenta-
tions. Politicians surrounded 
by media and citizen cam-
eras at every speech already 
live in this world; as these 
tools spread, accountability-
by-visibility could begin to 
apply to people with much 
lower profiles, including local 
officials, law enforcement 
personnel, shopkeepers, 
business colleagues, and 
even one’s own spouse or 
partner. 

At the same time, the 
technologies may also be 
used to lie in new ways—to 
give video proof of events 
that never happened or to 
“Photoshop” the context, 
for example. Early examples 
are celebrity porn sites that 
appear to show x-rated 
views of celebrities. Many 
viewers may not even care 
whether the photos are 
“real” or not. To say that 
such a media environment 
demands a new level of criti-
cal thinking skills perhaps 
understates the problem; 
what may be needed is an 
entirely new way of deal-
ing with uncertainty. (For 
relevant Perspectives, see 
“Culture: Digital Natives, 
Civic Spaces” and “Science: 
The Next Revolution?”) 
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WHERE TO LOOk

For a look at how “truth” is determined in science, democracy, courts 
and markets, see Brin’s article in the American Bar Association’s 
Journal on Dispute Resolution, “Disputation Arenas: Harnessing 
Conflict and Competition for Society’s Benefit”  
(August 2000).

http://www.davidbrin.com/disputationarticle1.html 
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Jamais: It’s interesting to think about how the last 
decade has shaped my perception of the subjects 
of online anonymity, persistent visibility, and the net-
worked world. I’m less strident now, I suppose, and 
more willing to look for ways to use the inevitable 
expansion of mutual (as well as unbalanced) transpar-
ency for positive social ends. How would you say your 
thoughts on transparency have evolved since the pub-
lication of your 1999 book The Transparent Society? 

David: I have had a little humility drummed into me 
over the last few years. I’ve learned the hard way 
that my own aphorism—Criticism is the only known 
antidote to error—works best when you least expect 
it! You always need to be alert for when some notion 
needs a reality check. 

I’ve found that transparency is actually a sub-set of 
something much deeper called “reciprocal account-
ability.” It is a power that only a few generations have 
had to hold each other—and the mighty—accountable. 
It’s a very recent invention and we all, especially the 
mighty, squirm like mad to avoid it. But it is respon-
sible for every step we’ve taken away from feudalism.

Jamais: Can you expand on what you mean by  
reciprocal accountability? What does that look like,  
in practice?

David: We have long been bedeviled by one of those 
“devil’s dichotomies”—the standoff between Rousseau 
and Hobbes. The latter said that men are inherently 
vile, and thus we need constant repression of our base 
or predatory tendencies by the harsh rod of authority, 
either from lords or the state or church. Rousseau held 
that we are angels in the “state of nature” and only 
corrupted by all that state and religion stuff.

To any sensible person, these crystallized essences 
seem the purest hogwash! As John Locke sensibly 
pointed out, humans are obviously complex mixtures 
of angelic and devilish traits. Some of us behave well 
if left unsupervised. Others won’t. But clearly both 
Hobbes and Locke were right to criticize the demean-
ing effects of each others’ prescriptions. Too much 
supervision, and too little, are both recipes for disaster.

Fortunately, Locke—and Adam Smith and Franklin 
and other figures from the pragmatic wing of the 
Enlightenment—noticed something cool. Something 

that had been discussed by Pericles, briefly, more than 
two millennia earlier (just before the kings and priests 
and Platonist philosophers brought the curtain down 
on a 2,000-year dark age). They noticed that you don’t 
need very much repression from above, in order to 
curb the nasty tendencies in human nature. By and 
large, with a little help from a benign state, we can do 
that job ourselves! If common people are empowered 
with rights—speech, protest, petition, and recourse 
to law—they will naturally (and eagerly) pounce upon 
each others’ faults, especially whenever they see 
someone trying to pull some kind of predatory moves.

In theory, reciprocal accountability is about a benign 
state helping neighbors to cancel out each others’ 
devils, while the better angels of our nature are free to 
cooperate or compete joyfully, in markets and other 
“arenas” of human accomplishment.

Sure, any person reading this will shout and point out a 
myriad ways in which this process is not working well 
today! But I must answer in two ways. (1) We got to 
where we are today precisely because this process has 
worked pretty well, enough times to change the entire 
sweep of human existence. (2) Your own rapid objec-
tions, seeking to correct my error, are examples of this 
modern reflex. You help to prove my point.

Ironically, one person used this method to pin me with 
an apparent exception, an apparent failure of recipro-
cal accountability and transparency to do the good 
that I keep yattering about. “What about shy people?” 
she asked? “Transparency may empower them, like 
everybody else. But shy people don’t want to step for-
ward and skewer others with accountability. They don’t 
want to stop peeping toms and big brothers by ‘look-
ing back.’ They just want to be left alone.”

Try as I might, I cannot come up with a glib answer 
to that one. Except to say that the world of tomorrow 
needs to be more than just open and free. It will also, 
eventually, have to be at least a bit polite.

Jamais: As I’ve written about the participatory panop-
ticon, it seems to me that the most profound changes 
that will emerge from the technologies of transparency 
have to do with relationships—how we interact with 
each other. Manners matter when we all have this kind 
of power, whether we want it or not. So does trust. 
Privacy gets all of the attention, but the most painful 
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changes will have more to do with honesty—or, as  
you put it, “accountability.”  

It’s interesting to watch this all emerge. The clash 
between the pre-panopticon culture and the reciprocal 
accountability culture will likely be noisy and not always 
very pleasant for either side. We can see inklings of this 
with the dismay many older Americans feel about how 
much teenagers reveal about themselves on sites like 
MySpace. Dire warnings about employment prospects 
rub shoulders with moral panics about photos of young 
people acting like, well, young people. Meanwhile, the 
folks using these sites, by and large, can’t quite see 
what all the fuss is about. They’ve internalized a bit of 
the panopticon culture. Most people writing about this 
subject seem to assume that, once these young people 
grow up, they’ll be embarrassed by their past exhibi-
tionism. But what if they are not?

“What do you think are the most important dynamics 
here? Is this technology drive? Is it a result of a grow-
ing desire for accountability by those with social power, 
such as the placement of cameras in police cars to 
record traffic stops? Or are we backing into it, not quite 
realizing the impact of things like camera phones?

David: There are so many levels. One is the tendency 
of all professionals to defend their turf, which is a phe-
nomenon as old as specialization itself. If allowed to 
take root and metastasize, this natural human drive will 
result in a myriad barriers erected, telling amateurs and 
citizens never to do anything for themselves because 
they are “not qualified.” Certainly this will be applied 
to the most powerful thing of all, knowledge. And the 
ability to see. Excuses and rationalizations will abound, 
for why citizens must not be allowed to see this or that. 
Eventually, to see anything at all. But, I think it’s even 
better explained at another level. One that I call “the 
return of the village.”

Seriously, all the stuff you carry in your wallet—credit 
cards, ID, money—these are all credentials that replace 
something else that used to suffice in human life, 
your reputation. During 99% of human generations, 
we lived mostly in villages and clans and small towns 
where everyone knew everybody else. That’s why most 
people can identify and “know” about 1,000 to 5,000 
people, the maximum number that a gregarious person 
would have had to know in olden times.

 

In those days, (as attested to vividly in Shakespeare) 
your reputation was incredibly important. It reflected 
your status among those few thousand people who 
mattered. It determined your ability to buy and sell and 
to derive the benefits of reciprocal respect, to basically 
make deals with a hand shake. Modern urban pseudo-
anonymity is, by comparison, a recent and uncomfort-
able innovation, only made possible with countless 
prosthetic devices. Lenses and cameras that extend 
vision. Books, libraries, and databases that extend 
memory. And credentials and money that enhance 
reputation, turning it into a complex fluid with countless 
nuanced functions. But they all still boil down to the 
same thing: “Will all my fellow tribesmen let me have 
and do and become the things that I want?”

Jamais: Historically, we haven’t done a very good job 
at making village communities that allow their mem-
bers to do and become the things that they want. 
Overwhelming observation has, by and large, been 
more often used to suppress outside-the-mainstream 
behavior than to go after the powerful and corrupt. 
How do you see this emerging world differing?

David: You and I are examples of the sort of people 
who were burned at the stake in almost any other cul-
ture. Yet, in this one, we are paid well to poke at the 
boundaries of the “box.” I’m pretty grateful for that, 
and for the millions of others like us, who are allowed 
and encouraged to bicker and compete and criticize. 
It is a noisy, noisome civilization and its imperfections 
may yet kill us all. But is so vastly beats all of the neat 
and tidy ones that came before. 

Now we’re entering a new era when the village  
seems about to return. With our senses and memories 
enhanced prodigiously by new prostheses, suddenly 
we can “know” the reputations of millions, soon to  
be billions, of fellow Earth citizens. A tap of your VR 
eyeglasses will identify any person, along with profiles 
and alerts, almost as if you had been gossiping about 
him and her for years.

It’s seriously scary prospect and one that is utterly 
unavoidable. The cities we grew up in were semi-anon-
ymous only because they were primitive. The village is 
returning. And with it serious, lifelong worry about that 
state of our reputations. Kids who do not know this 
are playing with fire. They had better hope that the vil-
lage will be a nice one. A village that shrugs a lot, and 
forgives. 

Jamais Cascio 
is a co-founder of WorldChanging, an IFTF Research 
Affiliate, and guest editor of this year’s Ten-Year 
Forecast: Perspectives. He has been a leading  
commentator on the participatory panopticon.

Tools: Living Life Under a Lens 

The participatory panopticon emerges from the 
intersection of well-established technological and 
social trends. Digital cameras have gotten smaller, 
cheaper and easier to use; online storage and wire-
less networking have become more plentiful and, 
quite often, free to use; and in much of the world, 
the dominant information platform isn’t the desktop 
computer but the mobile telephone. Web sites like 
Flickr and YouTube make it easy for people to share 
recordings of their lives, and youth-oriented social-
networking sites like MySpace are full of casual 
photos and videos uploaded with little thought.  

The next decade will see more people recording 
just about everything they see—including the activ-
ities and words of the people around them. This is 
more than snapping a photo of an interesting sight, 
it’s the full-time capture of one’s surroundings. An 
already extant early manifestation of this practice, 
referred to as “life caching,” relies on still images 
from handheld or wearable cameras; as bandwidth 
and storage continue to get cheaper, life caching 
will inevitably move to video.

The utility of such tools isn’t hard to see. Constant 
recordings of one’s activities, easily accessed 
through sophisticated indexing and tagging soft-
ware, would quickly become something akin to a 
backup memory, augmenting often dubious, error-
prone natural memories. Anyone in professional or 
social positions in which accurate documentation of 
actions and conversations is important would find 
these tools of enormous value, as would people 
suffering from “information overload,” a condition in 
which remembering what’s vital and timely amidst 
the abundant and banal is difficult at best. 

Users: The Generations Divide 

The particulars of use will likely split along demo-
graphic lines. Aging but tech-friendly populations 
in the United States, Japan, and Europe will be a 
major audience, as these technologies (if given a 
sufficiently easy-to-use interface) will be of enor-
mous value to people suffering from age-related 
memory lapses. Business, military, and civil secu-
rity use will be commonplace, as well; the U.S. 

military is already experimenting with early forms of 
these tools, looking at the recording functions as a 
way of improving after-action analysis. 

By contrast, today’s MySpace generation will 
embrace the networking aspects of the technolo-
gies, seeing the life caching tools as a means 
of sharing their life experiences with peers. 
Recognizing this emerging trend, a growing num-
ber of so-called “mobile network virtual operators” 
(MNVOs), who repackage and resell bandwidth 
from major carriers, have launched with an empha-
sis on data, video, and network connectivity rather 
than voice. These new operators target younger 
markets. MNVOs may prove to be a catalyst in the 
emergence of the participatory panopticon, as they 
can provide wireless networks with features spe-
cific to emerging or niche demands.

Politics: Sousveillance on the Rise 

These tools have a well-established political use, 
as well. Groups like wearcam.org celebrate these 
technologies as making it easier to “watch the 
watchmen,” and call the bottom–up, distributed 
network of observation tools sousveillance, or 
“watching from below,” in contrast to surveillance, 
or “watching from above.” Examples of sousveil-
lance abound. The British press calls on citizens to 
record and upload media-averse politicians deliver-
ing speeches in out-of-the-way locales. A quick-
thinking subway rider in New York uses her camera 
phone to take a surreptitious photo of a man 
exposing himself to female passengers, leading to 
his arrest. Such examples will become increasingly 
common.

Historically, surveillance has been a tool for institu-
tions of authority to maintain control; the advent 
of a sousveillance culture suggests that citizens 
will be better able to keep tabs on the activities of 
those in power. Corrupt or unethical behavior is 
more likely to be uncovered, and recordings of par-
ticularly egregious abuses could be spread almost 
instantly. At the same time, such a social trend 
could manifest as vigilantism, particularly if framed 
as an anti-terrorism or crime-deterrence program.

—Jamais Cascio
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Politics:

Participatory Panopticon
Camera phones, webcams, and other mobile network devices have become increasingly commonplace. While the initial use 

of these devices may have been to trade messages and humorous or embarrassing images among friends, wireless informa-

tion and sensory devices have acquired greater social—and political—importance over the last couple years. They are the early 

manifestation of the participatory panopticon, a world in which we record our lives as well as the lives of those around us. 

everything is potentially on the record, often from multiple perspectives; not only is privacy a thing of the past but potentially 

secrecy as well. Such a world isn’t necessarily intentional; instead, it’s the emergent result of individually reasonable  

technological and social choices, choices we’re making right now. 

Reciprocal accountability is about a benign state helping neighbors to cancel out each others’ devils, 

while the better angels of our nature are free to cooperate or compete joyfully.
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WHAT TO DO

Marketing:

BUILD ECONOMIES ON REPUTATION

In a world where individual behavior can be measured and monitored in lots of 
different ways, reputation will become an increasingly important “currency”—a 
way of valuing the social capital of an individual, a company, or perhaps even 
an entire community. Complex sets of reputation data and equally complex 
reputation analysis tools may well begin to shift the way markets and even 
entire economies behave. For example, new pricing models may emerge for 
health products (and insurance), linking them to healthy behaviors—better 
behavior gets steeper discounts. And as intangibles are increasingly incorpo-
rated into accounting schemes for both communities and corporations, repu-
tation tracking will become a key accounting skill. (See “Finance: Intangible 
ReformS” for more details on alternate capitals.)

Technology:

ExPECT A PANOPLY Of COUNTER-PANOPTICON TOOLS

Even as people embrace a more public and documented life, the demand 
for counter-surveillance (or sousveillance) tools will likely expand at all lev-
els—from institutions to individuals. The same companies and practices that 
provide the context-aware environments of the future may find themselves 
also developing and marketing tools to block some of that context aware-
ness. From surveillance-secure rooms or buildings to tools that can create 
ad hoc “invisible” spaces, people will turn to technology to address some of 
the problems that rapidly changing social norms and behaviors cannot. Over 
time, a complex etiquette of privacy is likely to emerge, not unlike the shifting 
etiquette of cell phone use.

Communities:

ExPLORE EMERGING MEANINGS Of “PUBLIC”

Communities are built around the idea of “public”—public spaces, public 
goods, public identities. Much of the management of communities involves 
brokering shared agreements about what is considered public and what is 
not. As the practical experience of privacy is altered by the participatory pan-
opticon, both the meaning of public and the tools for managing what is con-
sidered public will shift. The result will likely extend far beyond questions of 
privacy to basic assumptions about private ownership.  

WHAT TO 
PONDER

The implications of the pan-
opticon technologies regard-
ing secrecy and account-
ability could be dramatic. 
A world in which someone 
could be capturing and 
uploading what you say or 
do at any time is a world in 
which it has become much 
more difficult to get away 
with lies and misrepresenta-
tions. Politicians surrounded 
by media and citizen cam-
eras at every speech already 
live in this world; as these 
tools spread, accountability-
by-visibility could begin to 
apply to people with much 
lower profiles, including local 
officials, law enforcement 
personnel, shopkeepers, 
business colleagues, and 
even one’s own spouse or 
partner. 

At the same time, the 
technologies may also be 
used to lie in new ways—to 
give video proof of events 
that never happened or to 
“Photoshop” the context, 
for example. Early examples 
are celebrity porn sites that 
appear to show x-rated 
views of celebrities. Many 
viewers may not even care 
whether the photos are 
“real” or not. To say that 
such a media environment 
demands a new level of criti-
cal thinking skills perhaps 
understates the problem; 
what may be needed is an 
entirely new way of deal-
ing with uncertainty. (For 
relevant Perspectives, see 
“Culture: Digital Natives, 
Civic Spaces” and “Science: 
The Next Revolution?”) 

© 2007 Institute for the Future. All rights reserved. All brands and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Reproduction is prohibited without written permission.

WHERE TO LOOk

For a look at how “truth” is determined in science, democracy, courts 
and markets, see Brin’s article in the American Bar Association’s 
Journal on Dispute Resolution, “Disputation Arenas: Harnessing 
Conflict and Competition for Society’s Benefit”  
(August 2000).

http://www.davidbrin.com/disputationarticle1.html 
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Jamais: It’s interesting to think about how the last 
decade has shaped my perception of the subjects 
of online anonymity, persistent visibility, and the net-
worked world. I’m less strident now, I suppose, and 
more willing to look for ways to use the inevitable 
expansion of mutual (as well as unbalanced) transpar-
ency for positive social ends. How would you say your 
thoughts on transparency have evolved since the pub-
lication of your 1999 book The Transparent Society? 

David: I have had a little humility drummed into me 
over the last few years. I’ve learned the hard way 
that my own aphorism—Criticism is the only known 
antidote to error—works best when you least expect 
it! You always need to be alert for when some notion 
needs a reality check. 

I’ve found that transparency is actually a sub-set of 
something much deeper called “reciprocal account-
ability.” It is a power that only a few generations have 
had to hold each other—and the mighty—accountable. 
It’s a very recent invention and we all, especially the 
mighty, squirm like mad to avoid it. But it is respon-
sible for every step we’ve taken away from feudalism.

Jamais: Can you expand on what you mean by  
reciprocal accountability? What does that look like,  
in practice?

David: We have long been bedeviled by one of those 
“devil’s dichotomies”—the standoff between Rousseau 
and Hobbes. The latter said that men are inherently 
vile, and thus we need constant repression of our base 
or predatory tendencies by the harsh rod of authority, 
either from lords or the state or church. Rousseau held 
that we are angels in the “state of nature” and only 
corrupted by all that state and religion stuff.

To any sensible person, these crystallized essences 
seem the purest hogwash! As John Locke sensibly 
pointed out, humans are obviously complex mixtures 
of angelic and devilish traits. Some of us behave well 
if left unsupervised. Others won’t. But clearly both 
Hobbes and Locke were right to criticize the demean-
ing effects of each others’ prescriptions. Too much 
supervision, and too little, are both recipes for disaster.

Fortunately, Locke—and Adam Smith and Franklin 
and other figures from the pragmatic wing of the 
Enlightenment—noticed something cool. Something 

that had been discussed by Pericles, briefly, more than 
two millennia earlier (just before the kings and priests 
and Platonist philosophers brought the curtain down 
on a 2,000-year dark age). They noticed that you don’t 
need very much repression from above, in order to 
curb the nasty tendencies in human nature. By and 
large, with a little help from a benign state, we can do 
that job ourselves! If common people are empowered 
with rights—speech, protest, petition, and recourse 
to law—they will naturally (and eagerly) pounce upon 
each others’ faults, especially whenever they see 
someone trying to pull some kind of predatory moves.

In theory, reciprocal accountability is about a benign 
state helping neighbors to cancel out each others’ 
devils, while the better angels of our nature are free to 
cooperate or compete joyfully, in markets and other 
“arenas” of human accomplishment.

Sure, any person reading this will shout and point out a 
myriad ways in which this process is not working well 
today! But I must answer in two ways. (1) We got to 
where we are today precisely because this process has 
worked pretty well, enough times to change the entire 
sweep of human existence. (2) Your own rapid objec-
tions, seeking to correct my error, are examples of this 
modern reflex. You help to prove my point.

Ironically, one person used this method to pin me with 
an apparent exception, an apparent failure of recipro-
cal accountability and transparency to do the good 
that I keep yattering about. “What about shy people?” 
she asked? “Transparency may empower them, like 
everybody else. But shy people don’t want to step for-
ward and skewer others with accountability. They don’t 
want to stop peeping toms and big brothers by ‘look-
ing back.’ They just want to be left alone.”

Try as I might, I cannot come up with a glib answer 
to that one. Except to say that the world of tomorrow 
needs to be more than just open and free. It will also, 
eventually, have to be at least a bit polite.

Jamais: As I’ve written about the participatory panop-
ticon, it seems to me that the most profound changes 
that will emerge from the technologies of transparency 
have to do with relationships—how we interact with 
each other. Manners matter when we all have this kind 
of power, whether we want it or not. So does trust. 
Privacy gets all of the attention, but the most painful 
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David Brin 
is a scientist and best-selling author whose 

future-oriented novels include Earth, Startide 
Rising, Uplift War, and The Postman. His non-

fiction book, The Transparent Society, won the 
Freedom of Speech Award of the American 

Library Association.

Jamais Cascio first ran into David Brin in the pages of Time magazine 1996, debating the topic of anonymity on the 
Internet. David posited that it was obsolete and problematic; Jamais argued that it was fundamental and often politically 
necessary. But now, almost a decade later, he admits that he is more willing to look for ways to use the expansion of 
mutual transparency for social good. He invited David to join him in this conversation.

changes will have more to do with honesty—or, as  
you put it, “accountability.”  

It’s interesting to watch this all emerge. The clash 
between the pre-panopticon culture and the reciprocal 
accountability culture will likely be noisy and not always 
very pleasant for either side. We can see inklings of this 
with the dismay many older Americans feel about how 
much teenagers reveal about themselves on sites like 
MySpace. Dire warnings about employment prospects 
rub shoulders with moral panics about photos of young 
people acting like, well, young people. Meanwhile, the 
folks using these sites, by and large, can’t quite see 
what all the fuss is about. They’ve internalized a bit of 
the panopticon culture. Most people writing about this 
subject seem to assume that, once these young people 
grow up, they’ll be embarrassed by their past exhibi-
tionism. But what if they are not?

“What do you think are the most important dynamics 
here? Is this technology drive? Is it a result of a grow-
ing desire for accountability by those with social power, 
such as the placement of cameras in police cars to 
record traffic stops? Or are we backing into it, not quite 
realizing the impact of things like camera phones?

David: There are so many levels. One is the tendency 
of all professionals to defend their turf, which is a phe-
nomenon as old as specialization itself. If allowed to 
take root and metastasize, this natural human drive will 
result in a myriad barriers erected, telling amateurs and 
citizens never to do anything for themselves because 
they are “not qualified.” Certainly this will be applied 
to the most powerful thing of all, knowledge. And the 
ability to see. Excuses and rationalizations will abound, 
for why citizens must not be allowed to see this or that. 
Eventually, to see anything at all. But, I think it’s even 
better explained at another level. One that I call “the 
return of the village.”

Seriously, all the stuff you carry in your wallet—credit 
cards, ID, money—these are all credentials that replace 
something else that used to suffice in human life, 
your reputation. During 99% of human generations, 
we lived mostly in villages and clans and small towns 
where everyone knew everybody else. That’s why most 
people can identify and “know” about 1,000 to 5,000 
people, the maximum number that a gregarious person 
would have had to know in olden times.

 

In those days, (as attested to vividly in Shakespeare) 
your reputation was incredibly important. It reflected 
your status among those few thousand people who 
mattered. It determined your ability to buy and sell and 
to derive the benefits of reciprocal respect, to basically 
make deals with a hand shake. Modern urban pseudo-
anonymity is, by comparison, a recent and uncomfort-
able innovation, only made possible with countless 
prosthetic devices. Lenses and cameras that extend 
vision. Books, libraries, and databases that extend 
memory. And credentials and money that enhance 
reputation, turning it into a complex fluid with countless 
nuanced functions. But they all still boil down to the 
same thing: “Will all my fellow tribesmen let me have 
and do and become the things that I want?”

Jamais: Historically, we haven’t done a very good job 
at making village communities that allow their mem-
bers to do and become the things that they want. 
Overwhelming observation has, by and large, been 
more often used to suppress outside-the-mainstream 
behavior than to go after the powerful and corrupt. 
How do you see this emerging world differing?

David: You and I are examples of the sort of people 
who were burned at the stake in almost any other cul-
ture. Yet, in this one, we are paid well to poke at the 
boundaries of the “box.” I’m pretty grateful for that, 
and for the millions of others like us, who are allowed 
and encouraged to bicker and compete and criticize. 
It is a noisy, noisome civilization and its imperfections 
may yet kill us all. But is so vastly beats all of the neat 
and tidy ones that came before. 

Now we’re entering a new era when the village  
seems about to return. With our senses and memories 
enhanced prodigiously by new prostheses, suddenly 
we can “know” the reputations of millions, soon to  
be billions, of fellow Earth citizens. A tap of your VR 
eyeglasses will identify any person, along with profiles 
and alerts, almost as if you had been gossiping about 
him and her for years.

It’s seriously scary prospect and one that is utterly 
unavoidable. The cities we grew up in were semi-anon-
ymous only because they were primitive. The village is 
returning. And with it serious, lifelong worry about that 
state of our reputations. Kids who do not know this 
are playing with fire. They had better hope that the vil-
lage will be a nice one. A village that shrugs a lot, and 
forgives. 

Jamais Cascio 
is a co-founder of WorldChanging, an IFTF Research 
Affiliate, and guest editor of this year’s Ten-Year 
Forecast: Perspectives. He has been a leading  
commentator on the participatory panopticon.

Tools: Living Life Under a Lens 

The participatory panopticon emerges from the 
intersection of well-established technological and 
social trends. Digital cameras have gotten smaller, 
cheaper and easier to use; online storage and wire-
less networking have become more plentiful and, 
quite often, free to use; and in much of the world, 
the dominant information platform isn’t the desktop 
computer but the mobile telephone. Web sites like 
Flickr and YouTube make it easy for people to share 
recordings of their lives, and youth-oriented social-
networking sites like MySpace are full of casual 
photos and videos uploaded with little thought.  

The next decade will see more people recording 
just about everything they see—including the activ-
ities and words of the people around them. This is 
more than snapping a photo of an interesting sight, 
it’s the full-time capture of one’s surroundings. An 
already extant early manifestation of this practice, 
referred to as “life caching,” relies on still images 
from handheld or wearable cameras; as bandwidth 
and storage continue to get cheaper, life caching 
will inevitably move to video.

The utility of such tools isn’t hard to see. Constant 
recordings of one’s activities, easily accessed 
through sophisticated indexing and tagging soft-
ware, would quickly become something akin to a 
backup memory, augmenting often dubious, error-
prone natural memories. Anyone in professional or 
social positions in which accurate documentation of 
actions and conversations is important would find 
these tools of enormous value, as would people 
suffering from “information overload,” a condition in 
which remembering what’s vital and timely amidst 
the abundant and banal is difficult at best. 

Users: The Generations Divide 

The particulars of use will likely split along demo-
graphic lines. Aging but tech-friendly populations 
in the United States, Japan, and Europe will be a 
major audience, as these technologies (if given a 
sufficiently easy-to-use interface) will be of enor-
mous value to people suffering from age-related 
memory lapses. Business, military, and civil secu-
rity use will be commonplace, as well; the U.S. 

military is already experimenting with early forms of 
these tools, looking at the recording functions as a 
way of improving after-action analysis. 

By contrast, today’s MySpace generation will 
embrace the networking aspects of the technolo-
gies, seeing the life caching tools as a means 
of sharing their life experiences with peers. 
Recognizing this emerging trend, a growing num-
ber of so-called “mobile network virtual operators” 
(MNVOs), who repackage and resell bandwidth 
from major carriers, have launched with an empha-
sis on data, video, and network connectivity rather 
than voice. These new operators target younger 
markets. MNVOs may prove to be a catalyst in the 
emergence of the participatory panopticon, as they 
can provide wireless networks with features spe-
cific to emerging or niche demands.

Politics: Sousveillance on the Rise 

These tools have a well-established political use, 
as well. Groups like wearcam.org celebrate these 
technologies as making it easier to “watch the 
watchmen,” and call the bottom–up, distributed 
network of observation tools sousveillance, or 
“watching from below,” in contrast to surveillance, 
or “watching from above.” Examples of sousveil-
lance abound. The British press calls on citizens to 
record and upload media-averse politicians deliver-
ing speeches in out-of-the-way locales. A quick-
thinking subway rider in New York uses her camera 
phone to take a surreptitious photo of a man 
exposing himself to female passengers, leading to 
his arrest. Such examples will become increasingly 
common.

Historically, surveillance has been a tool for institu-
tions of authority to maintain control; the advent 
of a sousveillance culture suggests that citizens 
will be better able to keep tabs on the activities of 
those in power. Corrupt or unethical behavior is 
more likely to be uncovered, and recordings of par-
ticularly egregious abuses could be spread almost 
instantly. At the same time, such a social trend 
could manifest as vigilantism, particularly if framed 
as an anti-terrorism or crime-deterrence program.

—Jamais Cascio
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Politics:

Participatory Panopticon
Camera phones, webcams, and other mobile network devices have become increasingly commonplace. While the initial use 

of these devices may have been to trade messages and humorous or embarrassing images among friends, wireless informa-

tion and sensory devices have acquired greater social—and political—importance over the last couple years. They are the early 

manifestation of the participatory panopticon, a world in which we record our lives as well as the lives of those around us. 

everything is potentially on the record, often from multiple perspectives; not only is privacy a thing of the past but potentially 

secrecy as well. Such a world isn’t necessarily intentional; instead, it’s the emergent result of individually reasonable  

technological and social choices, choices we’re making right now. 

Reciprocal accountability is about a benign state helping neighbors to cancel out each others’ devils, 

while the better angels of our nature are free to cooperate or compete joyfully.
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WHAT TO DO

Marketing:

BUILD ECONOMIES ON REPUTATION

In a world where individual behavior can be measured and monitored in lots of 
different ways, reputation will become an increasingly important “currency”—a 
way of valuing the social capital of an individual, a company, or perhaps even 
an entire community. Complex sets of reputation data and equally complex 
reputation analysis tools may well begin to shift the way markets and even 
entire economies behave. For example, new pricing models may emerge for 
health products (and insurance), linking them to healthy behaviors—better 
behavior gets steeper discounts. And as intangibles are increasingly incorpo-
rated into accounting schemes for both communities and corporations, repu-
tation tracking will become a key accounting skill. (See “Finance: Intangible 
ReformS” for more details on alternate capitals.)

Technology:

ExPECT A PANOPLY Of COUNTER-PANOPTICON TOOLS

Even as people embrace a more public and documented life, the demand 
for counter-surveillance (or sousveillance) tools will likely expand at all lev-
els—from institutions to individuals. The same companies and practices that 
provide the context-aware environments of the future may find themselves 
also developing and marketing tools to block some of that context aware-
ness. From surveillance-secure rooms or buildings to tools that can create 
ad hoc “invisible” spaces, people will turn to technology to address some of 
the problems that rapidly changing social norms and behaviors cannot. Over 
time, a complex etiquette of privacy is likely to emerge, not unlike the shifting 
etiquette of cell phone use.

Communities:

ExPLORE EMERGING MEANINGS Of “PUBLIC”

Communities are built around the idea of “public”—public spaces, public 
goods, public identities. Much of the management of communities involves 
brokering shared agreements about what is considered public and what is 
not. As the practical experience of privacy is altered by the participatory pan-
opticon, both the meaning of public and the tools for managing what is con-
sidered public will shift. The result will likely extend far beyond questions of 
privacy to basic assumptions about private ownership.  

WHAT TO 
PONDER

The implications of the pan-
opticon technologies regard-
ing secrecy and account-
ability could be dramatic. 
A world in which someone 
could be capturing and 
uploading what you say or 
do at any time is a world in 
which it has become much 
more difficult to get away 
with lies and misrepresenta-
tions. Politicians surrounded 
by media and citizen cam-
eras at every speech already 
live in this world; as these 
tools spread, accountability-
by-visibility could begin to 
apply to people with much 
lower profiles, including local 
officials, law enforcement 
personnel, shopkeepers, 
business colleagues, and 
even one’s own spouse or 
partner. 

At the same time, the 
technologies may also be 
used to lie in new ways—to 
give video proof of events 
that never happened or to 
“Photoshop” the context, 
for example. Early examples 
are celebrity porn sites that 
appear to show x-rated 
views of celebrities. Many 
viewers may not even care 
whether the photos are 
“real” or not. To say that 
such a media environment 
demands a new level of criti-
cal thinking skills perhaps 
understates the problem; 
what may be needed is an 
entirely new way of deal-
ing with uncertainty. (For 
relevant Perspectives, see 
“Culture: Digital Natives, 
Civic Spaces” and “Science: 
The Next Revolution?”) 
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WHERE TO LOOk

For a look at how “truth” is determined in science, democracy, courts 
and markets, see Brin’s article in the American Bar Association’s 
Journal on Dispute Resolution, “Disputation Arenas: Harnessing 
Conflict and Competition for Society’s Benefit”  
(August 2000).

http://www.davidbrin.com/disputationarticle1.html 
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WATCHING ON THE MOVE:  

fROM HAND-HELD TO WEARABLE

The first commercially available mobile phone 
with a built-in camera appeared in early 2000, 
in Japan; and by 2003, camera phones outsold 
plain digital cameras worldwide. Even if the  
lenses were small and the image quality most-
generously described as “moderate,” camera 
phones held a singular advantage over other 
kinds of cameras: the ability to snap a picture 
and send it immediately to other people. While 
this feature is most often used for casual social 
interactions, the combination of immediacy and 
connection has also been used to great effect by 
emerging citizen media networks, as well as by 
everyday people finding themselves in remark-
able situations (as exemplified by the widely seen 
images from the London Underground taken by 
survivors of the July 7, 2005 bombing).

Increasingly, mobile phone use is less about 
basic voice communication than the integration 
of data, images, and continuous partial atten-
tion— a concept from Linda Stone, founder of 
the Virtual Worlds Group at Microsoft Research. 
Buddy lists, location information, multiple 
“checking-in” text messages, and the like allow 
users to remain connected to and on the periph-
ery of awareness of their friends, family, and col-
leagues. As the bandwidth for connection among 
networked individuals increases, so too will the 
complexity of this information.

The next step in the evolution of these technolo-
gies looks to be life caching—using camera 
phones and similar technologies to document 
the sights and sounds of one’s day, and making 
the observations available to friends, family, and 
colleagues. Taking advantage of rapidly increas-
ing storage and network capacity, life caching is 
less about the conscious recording of particular 
events than about the passive documentation of 
one’s environment. The vast majority of captured 
images and sounds will be of little value, but pas-
sive acquisition allows a greater chance of catch-
ing serendipitous events.

A handheld device is fine for occasional phone 
calls and quick pictures, but less useful for 
full-time applications such as life caching. 
“Wearables” are more promising, and current 
developers are taking two different approaches: 
medallions and glasses. Medallions, exempli-
fied by Microsoft’s prototype “wearcam” (part of 
its highly ambitious MyLifeBits project) is worn 
around the neck, recording images at chest-
level. Glasses, such as the commercial DejaView 
Camwear, put recording systems on a pair of 
glasses, so the camera follows head direction. In 
both cases, the devices are—for now—large and 
obvious, with limited power and storage capacity. 
Within the decade, however, we will see much 
smaller versions with far greater capabilities, 
likely including recording devices small enough  
to fit invisibly in glasses, earrings, and other 
accessories.

WATCHING YOUR HEALTH: 

fROM THE BODY TO THE PANOPTICON

Wireless mobile devices are not limited to cameras 
as sensory input, and even today it’s possible to 
find mobile phone add-ons to measure inputs as 
widely varied as UV radiation and bad breath. Add 
to these a host of on-body sensors that can gather 
real-time data on on such things as body chemistry 
and functioning—plus the ability to use network 
computers for processing and analysis—and a clear 
forecast emerges. 

An aging population and the increasing drive for 
individuals to be aware of their own (and their fam-
ily’s) health will put handheld and wearable devices 
on the frontlines of health care. Current mobile 
health devices require the active participation of 
users, but passive detection of body temperature, 
signs of sickness carried in the breath, and even 
systems trained to listen for coughs and sneezes 
will make the phone a commonplace if limited medi-
cal monitor. Depending upon the affliction, doctors 
will be able to provide advice or even treatment 
using phones as mobile telemedical units. In fact, 
Swiss researchers in 2004 found that dermatological 
diagnoses made using camera phone images were 
nearly as accurate as in-person diagnoses. 

Beyond continuous monitoring of individuals, mobile 
health devices and sensors will prove to be powerful 
tools for large populations during pandemic disease 
outbreaks or natural or human-made disasters. We 
have already seen examples in China in late 2002 
and early 2003, where information about the loca-
tions of SARS outbreaks was passed along via text 
messaging. The addition of mapping capabilities, 
GPS, chemical sensors, and better camera hardware 
to mobile phones will make amateur information 
gathering and dissemination in a future emergency 
much more compelling, detailed, and timely.

Camera phones and other networked mobile sen-
sors will have a more prosaic benefit as well. 
Currently, services such as MyFoodPhone offer 
nutritional advice based on camera phone photos 
of meals; as recording becomes a passive activity, 
such services will lurk in the background, ready to 
offer suggestions as needed. Similarly, experimental 
use of camera phones as ad hoc barcode scanners 
while shopping points to a world in which consum-
ers can pull up detailed nutritional data. This ability 
to keep track of the world around us to safeguard 
our health—whether in extreme or daily situations—
may end up being a major driver of the participatory 
panopticon.

WATCHING YOUR REPUTATION: 

fROM fRIENDLY ADVICE TO THE WILD WEST 

The role of reputation networks will almost 
certainly become a controversial part of the 
participatory panopticon as it evolves. Now com-
monplace online, reputation networks allow users 
to identify friends, pass along recommendations 
and warnings, and give ratings to the photos, 
commentary, or other offerings of peers in the 
reputation system. Product recommendation 
software such as Amazon’s is another example. 

At present, camera phones and similar mobile 
technologies can serve as tools for a crude 
reputation network inasmuch as they allow users 
to send a picture or message to friends asking 
their opinions of a given product, event, or per-
son. Phone manufacturers or network providers 
sometimes highlight this aspect of camera phone 
use in their marketing, illustrating how quickly 
and easily one can get feedback from friends 
about a potential date. Arguably, this form of rep-
utation network adds a technological element to 
otherwise traditional social group activities, aug-
menting their reach but not providing substantive 
new capabilities.

The participatory panopticon version of this prac-
tice, however, will take advantage of the auto-
mated tagging and indexing done by life-caching 
software. One’s personal system will check its 
recording index, looking for otherwise-forgotten 
references to a name or face, retrieving useful 
references or contexts. New faces or names can 
be similarly checked out by one’s broader social 
network in a semi- or fully automated way, look-
ing in particular for warnings or strong positive 
recommendations. As with current peer-to-peer 
cryptographic systems, this reputation network 
may offer varying levels of trust, restricting how 
much information about one’s contacts to pass 
along—or even how much to rely on the recom-
mendations of a given peer. 

Reputation networks will be the “wild west” of 
the participatory panopticon, as they’ll rely on rel-
atively advanced technology (especially regarding 
indexing, searching, and potentially facial recog-
nition), and pose many dilemmas around the con-
trol of information. Laws concerning libel, privacy, 
the accuracy of personal information databas-
es—and even ownership of opinions—will need 
to be re-examined in the light of this technol-
ogy and its use. Perhaps more importantly, this 
manifestation of the participatory panopticon will 
underscore the ways in which social technologies 
can shake up—for better or for worse—existing 
relationships and cultural norms.

WATCHING THE WATCHMEN: 

fROM SURVEILLANCE TO SOUSVEILLANCE

Perhaps the most disruptive aspect of the participa-
tory panopticon will come in the world of politics.

Advocates of sousveillance suggest that nearly 
ubiquitous mobile networked cameras will give us 
a powerful tool for “watching the watchmen”—for 
enforcing accountability of public officials by creat-
ing a broadly accessible record of their actions. 
Nondigital examples of video recordings used to 
catch official misbehavior, such as with the Rodney 
King incident, underscore the power this kind of 
watchfulness can possess. The Rodney King beat-
ing was captured on a single camera; the cam-
era phone version of “Rodney King” will likely be 
captured by dozens, from myriad perspectives. In 
principle, the millions of people worldwide carrying 
camera phones that can record and upload video 
constitute an army of transparency.

Citizens armed with camera phones will fall into 
a middle ground between activists and journal-
ists. Already, camera phone users have been able 
to document momentary lapses, mistakes, and 
corruption on the part of officials, as well as offer 
first-on-the-scene recordings of events such as 
plane crashes and terrorist attacks. Such cases will 
become commonplace as technology improvements 
make high-quality passive recording easy and social 
adaptations make constant documentation of one’s 
surroundings a broadly accepted, even expected, 
behavior.

In parts of the world with corrupt and abusive gov-
ernments, the participatory panopticon will start to 
tip the balance to favor aware citizenry. At present, 
camera-using activists face a dangerous period 
between making their recordings and passing the 
tapes to friendly organizations: if the tapes are dis-
covered, the activists face dire consequences. The 
proliferation of wireless networked cameras, how-
ever, allows video recordings to move from camera 
to friendly organization in a matter of seconds. The 
best-known video-enabled human rights group, 
WITNESS, has a Web site specifically designed for 
uploading video.

The uncertainty for the next decade is how those 
in power will respond to technologies of mutual 
transparency, or in David Brin’s terms, “recipro-
cal accountability.” In societies with traditions of 
free speech and politics, the strongest push-back 
against these technologies may come in the form of 
intellectual-property controls. Given the abundance 
of copyrighted material (both audio and visual) that 
surrounds us in our daily lives, the ability to pas-
sively record the world may be stymied by hardware 
restrictions—already under discussion—that limit or 
prevent the background recording of copyrighted 
content. If participatory panopticon systems are built 
to respect “digital watermarks” or other signifiers 
of intellectual-property controls, we should expect 
to see such restrictions abused by corrupt officials, 
abusive police, and others seeking to carve out an 
area of secrecy in an otherwise transparent world.
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WHAT TO PONDER

The implications of the panopticon technologies regarding secrecy and 
accountability could be dramatic. A world in which someone could be cap-
turing and uploading what you say or do at any time is a world in which it 
has become much more difficult to get away with lies and misrepresenta-
tions. Politicians surrounded by media and citizen cameras at every speech 
already live in this world; as these tools spread, accountability-by-visibility 
could begin to apply to people with much lower profiles, including local offi-
cials, law enforcement personnel, shopkeepers, business colleagues, and 
even one’s own spouse or partner. 

At the same time, the technologies may also be used to lie in new ways—to 
give video proof of events that never happened or to “Photoshop” the con-
text, for example. Early examples are celebrity porn sites that appear to 
show x-rated views of celebrities. Many viewers may not even care whether 
the photos are “real” or not. To say that such a media environment demands 
a new level of critical thinking skills perhaps understates the problem; what 
may be needed is an entirely new way of dealing with uncertainty. (For rele-
vant perspectives, see “Culture: Digital Natives, Civic Spaces” and “Science: 
The Next Revolution?”) 

4 MYfOODPHONE fROM SPRINT
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WATCHING ON THE MOVE:  

fROM HAND-HELD TO WEARABLE

The first commercially available mobile phone 
with a built-in camera appeared in early 2000, 
in Japan; and by 2003, camera phones outsold 
plain digital cameras worldwide. Even if the  
lenses were small and the image quality most-
generously described as “moderate,” camera 
phones held a singular advantage over other 
kinds of cameras: the ability to snap a picture 
and send it immediately to other people. While 
this feature is most often used for casual social 
interactions, the combination of immediacy and 
connection has also been used to great effect by 
emerging citizen media networks, as well as by 
everyday people finding themselves in remark-
able situations (as exemplified by the widely seen 
images from the London Underground taken by 
survivors of the July 7, 2005 bombing).

Increasingly, mobile phone use is less about 
basic voice communication than the integration 
of data, images, and continuous partial atten-
tion— a concept from Linda Stone, founder of 
the Virtual Worlds Group at Microsoft Research. 
Buddy lists, location information, multiple 
“checking-in” text messages, and the like allow 
users to remain connected to and on the periph-
ery of awareness of their friends, family, and col-
leagues. As the bandwidth for connection among 
networked individuals increases, so too will the 
complexity of this information.

The next step in the evolution of these technolo-
gies looks to be life caching—using camera 
phones and similar technologies to document 
the sights and sounds of one’s day, and making 
the observations available to friends, family, and 
colleagues. Taking advantage of rapidly increas-
ing storage and network capacity, life caching is 
less about the conscious recording of particular 
events than about the passive documentation of 
one’s environment. The vast majority of captured 
images and sounds will be of little value, but pas-
sive acquisition allows a greater chance of catch-
ing serendipitous events.

A handheld device is fine for occasional phone 
calls and quick pictures, but less useful for 
full-time applications such as life caching. 
“Wearables” are more promising, and current 
developers are taking two different approaches: 
medallions and glasses. Medallions, exempli-
fied by Microsoft’s prototype “wearcam” (part of 
its highly ambitious MyLifeBits project) is worn 
around the neck, recording images at chest-
level. Glasses, such as the commercial DejaView 
Camwear, put recording systems on a pair of 
glasses, so the camera follows head direction. In 
both cases, the devices are—for now—large and 
obvious, with limited power and storage capacity. 
Within the decade, however, we will see much 
smaller versions with far greater capabilities, 
likely including recording devices small enough  
to fit invisibly in glasses, earrings, and other 
accessories.

WATCHING YOUR HEALTH: 

fROM THE BODY TO THE PANOPTICON

Wireless mobile devices are not limited to cameras 
as sensory input, and even today it’s possible to 
find mobile phone add-ons to measure inputs as 
widely varied as UV radiation and bad breath. Add 
to these a host of on-body sensors that can gather 
real-time data on on such things as body chemistry 
and functioning—plus the ability to use network 
computers for processing and analysis—and a clear 
forecast emerges. 

An aging population and the increasing drive for 
individuals to be aware of their own (and their fam-
ily’s) health will put handheld and wearable devices 
on the frontlines of health care. Current mobile 
health devices require the active participation of 
users, but passive detection of body temperature, 
signs of sickness carried in the breath, and even 
systems trained to listen for coughs and sneezes 
will make the phone a commonplace if limited medi-
cal monitor. Depending upon the affliction, doctors 
will be able to provide advice or even treatment 
using phones as mobile telemedical units. In fact, 
Swiss researchers in 2004 found that dermatological 
diagnoses made using camera phone images were 
nearly as accurate as in-person diagnoses. 

Beyond continuous monitoring of individuals, mobile 
health devices and sensors will prove to be powerful 
tools for large populations during pandemic disease 
outbreaks or natural or human-made disasters. We 
have already seen examples in China in late 2002 
and early 2003, where information about the loca-
tions of SARS outbreaks was passed along via text 
messaging. The addition of mapping capabilities, 
GPS, chemical sensors, and better camera hardware 
to mobile phones will make amateur information 
gathering and dissemination in a future emergency 
much more compelling, detailed, and timely.

Camera phones and other networked mobile sen-
sors will have a more prosaic benefit as well. 
Currently, services such as MyFoodPhone offer 
nutritional advice based on camera phone photos 
of meals; as recording becomes a passive activity, 
such services will lurk in the background, ready to 
offer suggestions as needed. Similarly, experimental 
use of camera phones as ad hoc barcode scanners 
while shopping points to a world in which consum-
ers can pull up detailed nutritional data. This ability 
to keep track of the world around us to safeguard 
our health—whether in extreme or daily situations—
may end up being a major driver of the participatory 
panopticon.

WATCHING YOUR REPUTATION: 

fROM fRIENDLY ADVICE TO THE WILD WEST 

The role of reputation networks will almost 
certainly become a controversial part of the 
participatory panopticon as it evolves. Now com-
monplace online, reputation networks allow users 
to identify friends, pass along recommendations 
and warnings, and give ratings to the photos, 
commentary, or other offerings of peers in the 
reputation system. Product recommendation 
software such as Amazon’s is another example. 

At present, camera phones and similar mobile 
technologies can serve as tools for a crude 
reputation network inasmuch as they allow users 
to send a picture or message to friends asking 
their opinions of a given product, event, or per-
son. Phone manufacturers or network providers 
sometimes highlight this aspect of camera phone 
use in their marketing, illustrating how quickly 
and easily one can get feedback from friends 
about a potential date. Arguably, this form of rep-
utation network adds a technological element to 
otherwise traditional social group activities, aug-
menting their reach but not providing substantive 
new capabilities.

The participatory panopticon version of this prac-
tice, however, will take advantage of the auto-
mated tagging and indexing done by life-caching 
software. One’s personal system will check its 
recording index, looking for otherwise-forgotten 
references to a name or face, retrieving useful 
references or contexts. New faces or names can 
be similarly checked out by one’s broader social 
network in a semi- or fully automated way, look-
ing in particular for warnings or strong positive 
recommendations. As with current peer-to-peer 
cryptographic systems, this reputation network 
may offer varying levels of trust, restricting how 
much information about one’s contacts to pass 
along—or even how much to rely on the recom-
mendations of a given peer. 

Reputation networks will be the “wild west” of 
the participatory panopticon, as they’ll rely on rel-
atively advanced technology (especially regarding 
indexing, searching, and potentially facial recog-
nition), and pose many dilemmas around the con-
trol of information. Laws concerning libel, privacy, 
the accuracy of personal information databas-
es—and even ownership of opinions—will need 
to be re-examined in the light of this technol-
ogy and its use. Perhaps more importantly, this 
manifestation of the participatory panopticon will 
underscore the ways in which social technologies 
can shake up—for better or for worse—existing 
relationships and cultural norms.

WATCHING THE WATCHMEN: 

fROM SURVEILLANCE TO SOUSVEILLANCE

Perhaps the most disruptive aspect of the participa-
tory panopticon will come in the world of politics.

Advocates of sousveillance suggest that nearly 
ubiquitous mobile networked cameras will give us 
a powerful tool for “watching the watchmen”—for 
enforcing accountability of public officials by creat-
ing a broadly accessible record of their actions. 
Nondigital examples of video recordings used to 
catch official misbehavior, such as with the Rodney 
King incident, underscore the power this kind of 
watchfulness can possess. The Rodney King beat-
ing was captured on a single camera; the cam-
era phone version of “Rodney King” will likely be 
captured by dozens, from myriad perspectives. In 
principle, the millions of people worldwide carrying 
camera phones that can record and upload video 
constitute an army of transparency.

Citizens armed with camera phones will fall into 
a middle ground between activists and journal-
ists. Already, camera phone users have been able 
to document momentary lapses, mistakes, and 
corruption on the part of officials, as well as offer 
first-on-the-scene recordings of events such as 
plane crashes and terrorist attacks. Such cases will 
become commonplace as technology improvements 
make high-quality passive recording easy and social 
adaptations make constant documentation of one’s 
surroundings a broadly accepted, even expected, 
behavior.

In parts of the world with corrupt and abusive gov-
ernments, the participatory panopticon will start to 
tip the balance to favor aware citizenry. At present, 
camera-using activists face a dangerous period 
between making their recordings and passing the 
tapes to friendly organizations: if the tapes are dis-
covered, the activists face dire consequences. The 
proliferation of wireless networked cameras, how-
ever, allows video recordings to move from camera 
to friendly organization in a matter of seconds. The 
best-known video-enabled human rights group, 
WITNESS, has a Web site specifically designed for 
uploading video.

The uncertainty for the next decade is how those 
in power will respond to technologies of mutual 
transparency, or in David Brin’s terms, “recipro-
cal accountability.” In societies with traditions of 
free speech and politics, the strongest push-back 
against these technologies may come in the form of 
intellectual-property controls. Given the abundance 
of copyrighted material (both audio and visual) that 
surrounds us in our daily lives, the ability to pas-
sively record the world may be stymied by hardware 
restrictions—already under discussion—that limit or 
prevent the background recording of copyrighted 
content. If participatory panopticon systems are built 
to respect “digital watermarks” or other signifiers 
of intellectual-property controls, we should expect 
to see such restrictions abused by corrupt officials, 
abusive police, and others seeking to carve out an 
area of secrecy in an otherwise transparent world.
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WHAT TO PONDER

The implications of the panopticon technologies regarding secrecy and 
accountability could be dramatic. A world in which someone could be cap-
turing and uploading what you say or do at any time is a world in which it 
has become much more difficult to get away with lies and misrepresenta-
tions. Politicians surrounded by media and citizen cameras at every speech 
already live in this world; as these tools spread, accountability-by-visibility 
could begin to apply to people with much lower profiles, including local offi-
cials, law enforcement personnel, shopkeepers, business colleagues, and 
even one’s own spouse or partner. 

At the same time, the technologies may also be used to lie in new ways—to 
give video proof of events that never happened or to “Photoshop” the con-
text, for example. Early examples are celebrity porn sites that appear to 
show x-rated views of celebrities. Many viewers may not even care whether 
the photos are “real” or not. To say that such a media environment demands 
a new level of critical thinking skills perhaps understates the problem; what 
may be needed is an entirely new way of dealing with uncertainty. (For rele-
vant perspectives, see “Culture: Digital Natives, Civic Spaces” and “Science: 
The Next Revolution?”) 
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WATCHING ON THE MOVE:  

fROM HAND-HELD TO WEARABLE

The first commercially available mobile phone 
with a built-in camera appeared in early 2000, 
in Japan; and by 2003, camera phones outsold 
plain digital cameras worldwide. Even if the  
lenses were small and the image quality most-
generously described as “moderate,” camera 
phones held a singular advantage over other 
kinds of cameras: the ability to snap a picture 
and send it immediately to other people. While 
this feature is most often used for casual social 
interactions, the combination of immediacy and 
connection has also been used to great effect by 
emerging citizen media networks, as well as by 
everyday people finding themselves in remark-
able situations (as exemplified by the widely seen 
images from the London Underground taken by 
survivors of the July 7, 2005 bombing).

Increasingly, mobile phone use is less about 
basic voice communication than the integration 
of data, images, and continuous partial atten-
tion— a concept from Linda Stone, founder of 
the Virtual Worlds Group at Microsoft Research. 
Buddy lists, location information, multiple 
“checking-in” text messages, and the like allow 
users to remain connected to and on the periph-
ery of awareness of their friends, family, and col-
leagues. As the bandwidth for connection among 
networked individuals increases, so too will the 
complexity of this information.

The next step in the evolution of these technolo-
gies looks to be life caching—using camera 
phones and similar technologies to document 
the sights and sounds of one’s day, and making 
the observations available to friends, family, and 
colleagues. Taking advantage of rapidly increas-
ing storage and network capacity, life caching is 
less about the conscious recording of particular 
events than about the passive documentation of 
one’s environment. The vast majority of captured 
images and sounds will be of little value, but pas-
sive acquisition allows a greater chance of catch-
ing serendipitous events.

A handheld device is fine for occasional phone 
calls and quick pictures, but less useful for 
full-time applications such as life caching. 
“Wearables” are more promising, and current 
developers are taking two different approaches: 
medallions and glasses. Medallions, exempli-
fied by Microsoft’s prototype “wearcam” (part of 
its highly ambitious MyLifeBits project) is worn 
around the neck, recording images at chest-
level. Glasses, such as the commercial DejaView 
Camwear, put recording systems on a pair of 
glasses, so the camera follows head direction. In 
both cases, the devices are—for now—large and 
obvious, with limited power and storage capacity. 
Within the decade, however, we will see much 
smaller versions with far greater capabilities, 
likely including recording devices small enough  
to fit invisibly in glasses, earrings, and other 
accessories.

WATCHING YOUR HEALTH: 

fROM THE BODY TO THE PANOPTICON

Wireless mobile devices are not limited to cameras 
as sensory input, and even today it’s possible to 
find mobile phone add-ons to measure inputs as 
widely varied as UV radiation and bad breath. Add 
to these a host of on-body sensors that can gather 
real-time data on on such things as body chemistry 
and functioning—plus the ability to use network 
computers for processing and analysis—and a clear 
forecast emerges. 

An aging population and the increasing drive for 
individuals to be aware of their own (and their fam-
ily’s) health will put handheld and wearable devices 
on the frontlines of health care. Current mobile 
health devices require the active participation of 
users, but passive detection of body temperature, 
signs of sickness carried in the breath, and even 
systems trained to listen for coughs and sneezes 
will make the phone a commonplace if limited medi-
cal monitor. Depending upon the affliction, doctors 
will be able to provide advice or even treatment 
using phones as mobile telemedical units. In fact, 
Swiss researchers in 2004 found that dermatological 
diagnoses made using camera phone images were 
nearly as accurate as in-person diagnoses. 

Beyond continuous monitoring of individuals, mobile 
health devices and sensors will prove to be powerful 
tools for large populations during pandemic disease 
outbreaks or natural or human-made disasters. We 
have already seen examples in China in late 2002 
and early 2003, where information about the loca-
tions of SARS outbreaks was passed along via text 
messaging. The addition of mapping capabilities, 
GPS, chemical sensors, and better camera hardware 
to mobile phones will make amateur information 
gathering and dissemination in a future emergency 
much more compelling, detailed, and timely.

Camera phones and other networked mobile sen-
sors will have a more prosaic benefit as well. 
Currently, services such as MyFoodPhone offer 
nutritional advice based on camera phone photos 
of meals; as recording becomes a passive activity, 
such services will lurk in the background, ready to 
offer suggestions as needed. Similarly, experimental 
use of camera phones as ad hoc barcode scanners 
while shopping points to a world in which consum-
ers can pull up detailed nutritional data. This ability 
to keep track of the world around us to safeguard 
our health—whether in extreme or daily situations—
may end up being a major driver of the participatory 
panopticon.

WATCHING YOUR REPUTATION: 

fROM fRIENDLY ADVICE TO THE WILD WEST 

The role of reputation networks will almost 
certainly become a controversial part of the 
participatory panopticon as it evolves. Now com-
monplace online, reputation networks allow users 
to identify friends, pass along recommendations 
and warnings, and give ratings to the photos, 
commentary, or other offerings of peers in the 
reputation system. Product recommendation 
software such as Amazon’s is another example. 

At present, camera phones and similar mobile 
technologies can serve as tools for a crude 
reputation network inasmuch as they allow users 
to send a picture or message to friends asking 
their opinions of a given product, event, or per-
son. Phone manufacturers or network providers 
sometimes highlight this aspect of camera phone 
use in their marketing, illustrating how quickly 
and easily one can get feedback from friends 
about a potential date. Arguably, this form of rep-
utation network adds a technological element to 
otherwise traditional social group activities, aug-
menting their reach but not providing substantive 
new capabilities.

The participatory panopticon version of this prac-
tice, however, will take advantage of the auto-
mated tagging and indexing done by life-caching 
software. One’s personal system will check its 
recording index, looking for otherwise-forgotten 
references to a name or face, retrieving useful 
references or contexts. New faces or names can 
be similarly checked out by one’s broader social 
network in a semi- or fully automated way, look-
ing in particular for warnings or strong positive 
recommendations. As with current peer-to-peer 
cryptographic systems, this reputation network 
may offer varying levels of trust, restricting how 
much information about one’s contacts to pass 
along—or even how much to rely on the recom-
mendations of a given peer. 

Reputation networks will be the “wild west” of 
the participatory panopticon, as they’ll rely on rel-
atively advanced technology (especially regarding 
indexing, searching, and potentially facial recog-
nition), and pose many dilemmas around the con-
trol of information. Laws concerning libel, privacy, 
the accuracy of personal information databas-
es—and even ownership of opinions—will need 
to be re-examined in the light of this technol-
ogy and its use. Perhaps more importantly, this 
manifestation of the participatory panopticon will 
underscore the ways in which social technologies 
can shake up—for better or for worse—existing 
relationships and cultural norms.

WATCHING THE WATCHMEN: 

fROM SURVEILLANCE TO SOUSVEILLANCE

Perhaps the most disruptive aspect of the participa-
tory panopticon will come in the world of politics.

Advocates of sousveillance suggest that nearly 
ubiquitous mobile networked cameras will give us 
a powerful tool for “watching the watchmen”—for 
enforcing accountability of public officials by creat-
ing a broadly accessible record of their actions. 
Nondigital examples of video recordings used to 
catch official misbehavior, such as with the Rodney 
King incident, underscore the power this kind of 
watchfulness can possess. The Rodney King beat-
ing was captured on a single camera; the cam-
era phone version of “Rodney King” will likely be 
captured by dozens, from myriad perspectives. In 
principle, the millions of people worldwide carrying 
camera phones that can record and upload video 
constitute an army of transparency.

Citizens armed with camera phones will fall into 
a middle ground between activists and journal-
ists. Already, camera phone users have been able 
to document momentary lapses, mistakes, and 
corruption on the part of officials, as well as offer 
first-on-the-scene recordings of events such as 
plane crashes and terrorist attacks. Such cases will 
become commonplace as technology improvements 
make high-quality passive recording easy and social 
adaptations make constant documentation of one’s 
surroundings a broadly accepted, even expected, 
behavior.

In parts of the world with corrupt and abusive gov-
ernments, the participatory panopticon will start to 
tip the balance to favor aware citizenry. At present, 
camera-using activists face a dangerous period 
between making their recordings and passing the 
tapes to friendly organizations: if the tapes are dis-
covered, the activists face dire consequences. The 
proliferation of wireless networked cameras, how-
ever, allows video recordings to move from camera 
to friendly organization in a matter of seconds. The 
best-known video-enabled human rights group, 
WITNESS, has a Web site specifically designed for 
uploading video.

The uncertainty for the next decade is how those 
in power will respond to technologies of mutual 
transparency, or in David Brin’s terms, “recipro-
cal accountability.” In societies with traditions of 
free speech and politics, the strongest push-back 
against these technologies may come in the form of 
intellectual-property controls. Given the abundance 
of copyrighted material (both audio and visual) that 
surrounds us in our daily lives, the ability to pas-
sively record the world may be stymied by hardware 
restrictions—already under discussion—that limit or 
prevent the background recording of copyrighted 
content. If participatory panopticon systems are built 
to respect “digital watermarks” or other signifiers 
of intellectual-property controls, we should expect 
to see such restrictions abused by corrupt officials, 
abusive police, and others seeking to carve out an 
area of secrecy in an otherwise transparent world.
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WHAT TO PONDER

The implications of the panopticon technologies regarding secrecy and 
accountability could be dramatic. A world in which someone could be cap-
turing and uploading what you say or do at any time is a world in which it 
has become much more difficult to get away with lies and misrepresenta-
tions. Politicians surrounded by media and citizen cameras at every speech 
already live in this world; as these tools spread, accountability-by-visibility 
could begin to apply to people with much lower profiles, including local offi-
cials, law enforcement personnel, shopkeepers, business colleagues, and 
even one’s own spouse or partner. 

At the same time, the technologies may also be used to lie in new ways—to 
give video proof of events that never happened or to “Photoshop” the con-
text, for example. Early examples are celebrity porn sites that appear to 
show x-rated views of celebrities. Many viewers may not even care whether 
the photos are “real” or not. To say that such a media environment demands 
a new level of critical thinking skills perhaps understates the problem; what 
may be needed is an entirely new way of dealing with uncertainty. (For rele-
vant perspectives, see “Culture: Digital Natives, Civic Spaces” and “Science: 
The Next Revolution?”) 
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WATCHING ON THE MOVE:  

fROM HAND-HELD TO WEARABLE

The first commercially available mobile phone 
with a built-in camera appeared in early 2000, 
in Japan; and by 2003, camera phones outsold 
plain digital cameras worldwide. Even if the  
lenses were small and the image quality most-
generously described as “moderate,” camera 
phones held a singular advantage over other 
kinds of cameras: the ability to snap a picture 
and send it immediately to other people. While 
this feature is most often used for casual social 
interactions, the combination of immediacy and 
connection has also been used to great effect by 
emerging citizen media networks, as well as by 
everyday people finding themselves in remark-
able situations (as exemplified by the widely seen 
images from the London Underground taken by 
survivors of the July 7, 2005 bombing).

Increasingly, mobile phone use is less about 
basic voice communication than the integration 
of data, images, and continuous partial atten-
tion— a concept from Linda Stone, founder of 
the Virtual Worlds Group at Microsoft Research. 
Buddy lists, location information, multiple 
“checking-in” text messages, and the like allow 
users to remain connected to and on the periph-
ery of awareness of their friends, family, and col-
leagues. As the bandwidth for connection among 
networked individuals increases, so too will the 
complexity of this information.

The next step in the evolution of these technolo-
gies looks to be life caching—using camera 
phones and similar technologies to document 
the sights and sounds of one’s day, and making 
the observations available to friends, family, and 
colleagues. Taking advantage of rapidly increas-
ing storage and network capacity, life caching is 
less about the conscious recording of particular 
events than about the passive documentation of 
one’s environment. The vast majority of captured 
images and sounds will be of little value, but pas-
sive acquisition allows a greater chance of catch-
ing serendipitous events.

A handheld device is fine for occasional phone 
calls and quick pictures, but less useful for 
full-time applications such as life caching. 
“Wearables” are more promising, and current 
developers are taking two different approaches: 
medallions and glasses. Medallions, exempli-
fied by Microsoft’s prototype “wearcam” (part of 
its highly ambitious MyLifeBits project) is worn 
around the neck, recording images at chest-
level. Glasses, such as the commercial DejaView 
Camwear, put recording systems on a pair of 
glasses, so the camera follows head direction. In 
both cases, the devices are—for now—large and 
obvious, with limited power and storage capacity. 
Within the decade, however, we will see much 
smaller versions with far greater capabilities, 
likely including recording devices small enough  
to fit invisibly in glasses, earrings, and other 
accessories.

WATCHING YOUR HEALTH: 

fROM THE BODY TO THE PANOPTICON

Wireless mobile devices are not limited to cameras 
as sensory input, and even today it’s possible to 
find mobile phone add-ons to measure inputs as 
widely varied as UV radiation and bad breath. Add 
to these a host of on-body sensors that can gather 
real-time data on on such things as body chemistry 
and functioning—plus the ability to use network 
computers for processing and analysis—and a clear 
forecast emerges. 

An aging population and the increasing drive for 
individuals to be aware of their own (and their fam-
ily’s) health will put handheld and wearable devices 
on the frontlines of health care. Current mobile 
health devices require the active participation of 
users, but passive detection of body temperature, 
signs of sickness carried in the breath, and even 
systems trained to listen for coughs and sneezes 
will make the phone a commonplace if limited medi-
cal monitor. Depending upon the affliction, doctors 
will be able to provide advice or even treatment 
using phones as mobile telemedical units. In fact, 
Swiss researchers in 2004 found that dermatological 
diagnoses made using camera phone images were 
nearly as accurate as in-person diagnoses. 

Beyond continuous monitoring of individuals, mobile 
health devices and sensors will prove to be powerful 
tools for large populations during pandemic disease 
outbreaks or natural or human-made disasters. We 
have already seen examples in China in late 2002 
and early 2003, where information about the loca-
tions of SARS outbreaks was passed along via text 
messaging. The addition of mapping capabilities, 
GPS, chemical sensors, and better camera hardware 
to mobile phones will make amateur information 
gathering and dissemination in a future emergency 
much more compelling, detailed, and timely.

Camera phones and other networked mobile sen-
sors will have a more prosaic benefit as well. 
Currently, services such as MyFoodPhone offer 
nutritional advice based on camera phone photos 
of meals; as recording becomes a passive activity, 
such services will lurk in the background, ready to 
offer suggestions as needed. Similarly, experimental 
use of camera phones as ad hoc barcode scanners 
while shopping points to a world in which consum-
ers can pull up detailed nutritional data. This ability 
to keep track of the world around us to safeguard 
our health—whether in extreme or daily situations—
may end up being a major driver of the participatory 
panopticon.

WATCHING YOUR REPUTATION: 

fROM fRIENDLY ADVICE TO THE WILD WEST 

The role of reputation networks will almost 
certainly become a controversial part of the 
participatory panopticon as it evolves. Now com-
monplace online, reputation networks allow users 
to identify friends, pass along recommendations 
and warnings, and give ratings to the photos, 
commentary, or other offerings of peers in the 
reputation system. Product recommendation 
software such as Amazon’s is another example. 

At present, camera phones and similar mobile 
technologies can serve as tools for a crude 
reputation network inasmuch as they allow users 
to send a picture or message to friends asking 
their opinions of a given product, event, or per-
son. Phone manufacturers or network providers 
sometimes highlight this aspect of camera phone 
use in their marketing, illustrating how quickly 
and easily one can get feedback from friends 
about a potential date. Arguably, this form of rep-
utation network adds a technological element to 
otherwise traditional social group activities, aug-
menting their reach but not providing substantive 
new capabilities.

The participatory panopticon version of this prac-
tice, however, will take advantage of the auto-
mated tagging and indexing done by life-caching 
software. One’s personal system will check its 
recording index, looking for otherwise-forgotten 
references to a name or face, retrieving useful 
references or contexts. New faces or names can 
be similarly checked out by one’s broader social 
network in a semi- or fully automated way, look-
ing in particular for warnings or strong positive 
recommendations. As with current peer-to-peer 
cryptographic systems, this reputation network 
may offer varying levels of trust, restricting how 
much information about one’s contacts to pass 
along—or even how much to rely on the recom-
mendations of a given peer. 

Reputation networks will be the “wild west” of 
the participatory panopticon, as they’ll rely on rel-
atively advanced technology (especially regarding 
indexing, searching, and potentially facial recog-
nition), and pose many dilemmas around the con-
trol of information. Laws concerning libel, privacy, 
the accuracy of personal information databas-
es—and even ownership of opinions—will need 
to be re-examined in the light of this technol-
ogy and its use. Perhaps more importantly, this 
manifestation of the participatory panopticon will 
underscore the ways in which social technologies 
can shake up—for better or for worse—existing 
relationships and cultural norms.

WATCHING THE WATCHMEN: 

fROM SURVEILLANCE TO SOUSVEILLANCE

Perhaps the most disruptive aspect of the participa-
tory panopticon will come in the world of politics.

Advocates of sousveillance suggest that nearly 
ubiquitous mobile networked cameras will give us 
a powerful tool for “watching the watchmen”—for 
enforcing accountability of public officials by creat-
ing a broadly accessible record of their actions. 
Nondigital examples of video recordings used to 
catch official misbehavior, such as with the Rodney 
King incident, underscore the power this kind of 
watchfulness can possess. The Rodney King beat-
ing was captured on a single camera; the cam-
era phone version of “Rodney King” will likely be 
captured by dozens, from myriad perspectives. In 
principle, the millions of people worldwide carrying 
camera phones that can record and upload video 
constitute an army of transparency.

Citizens armed with camera phones will fall into 
a middle ground between activists and journal-
ists. Already, camera phone users have been able 
to document momentary lapses, mistakes, and 
corruption on the part of officials, as well as offer 
first-on-the-scene recordings of events such as 
plane crashes and terrorist attacks. Such cases will 
become commonplace as technology improvements 
make high-quality passive recording easy and social 
adaptations make constant documentation of one’s 
surroundings a broadly accepted, even expected, 
behavior.

In parts of the world with corrupt and abusive gov-
ernments, the participatory panopticon will start to 
tip the balance to favor aware citizenry. At present, 
camera-using activists face a dangerous period 
between making their recordings and passing the 
tapes to friendly organizations: if the tapes are dis-
covered, the activists face dire consequences. The 
proliferation of wireless networked cameras, how-
ever, allows video recordings to move from camera 
to friendly organization in a matter of seconds. The 
best-known video-enabled human rights group, 
WITNESS, has a Web site specifically designed for 
uploading video.

The uncertainty for the next decade is how those 
in power will respond to technologies of mutual 
transparency, or in David Brin’s terms, “recipro-
cal accountability.” In societies with traditions of 
free speech and politics, the strongest push-back 
against these technologies may come in the form of 
intellectual-property controls. Given the abundance 
of copyrighted material (both audio and visual) that 
surrounds us in our daily lives, the ability to pas-
sively record the world may be stymied by hardware 
restrictions—already under discussion—that limit or 
prevent the background recording of copyrighted 
content. If participatory panopticon systems are built 
to respect “digital watermarks” or other signifiers 
of intellectual-property controls, we should expect 
to see such restrictions abused by corrupt officials, 
abusive police, and others seeking to carve out an 
area of secrecy in an otherwise transparent world.
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WHAT TO PONDER

The implications of the panopticon technologies regarding secrecy and 
accountability could be dramatic. A world in which someone could be cap-
turing and uploading what you say or do at any time is a world in which it 
has become much more difficult to get away with lies and misrepresenta-
tions. Politicians surrounded by media and citizen cameras at every speech 
already live in this world; as these tools spread, accountability-by-visibility 
could begin to apply to people with much lower profiles, including local offi-
cials, law enforcement personnel, shopkeepers, business colleagues, and 
even one’s own spouse or partner. 

At the same time, the technologies may also be used to lie in new ways—to 
give video proof of events that never happened or to “Photoshop” the con-
text, for example. Early examples are celebrity porn sites that appear to 
show x-rated views of celebrities. Many viewers may not even care whether 
the photos are “real” or not. To say that such a media environment demands 
a new level of critical thinking skills perhaps understates the problem; what 
may be needed is an entirely new way of dealing with uncertainty. (For rele-
vant perspectives, see “Culture: Digital Natives, Civic Spaces” and “Science: 
The Next Revolution?”) 
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Jamais: It’s interesting to think about how the last 
decade has shaped my perception of the subjects 
of online anonymity, persistent visibility, and the net-
worked world. I’m less strident now, I suppose, and 
more willing to look for ways to use the inevitable 
expansion of mutual (as well as unbalanced) transpar-
ency for positive social ends. How would you say your 
thoughts on transparency have evolved since the pub-
lication of your 1999 book The Transparent Society? 

David: I have had a little humility drummed into me 
over the last few years. I’ve learned the hard way 
that my own aphorism—Criticism is the only known 
antidote to error—works best when you least expect 
it! You always need to be alert for when some notion 
needs a reality check. 

I’ve found that transparency is actually a sub-set of 
something much deeper called “reciprocal account-
ability.” It is a power that only a few generations have 
had to hold each other—and the mighty—accountable. 
It’s a very recent invention and we all, especially the 
mighty, squirm like mad to avoid it. But it is respon-
sible for every step we’ve taken away from feudalism.

Jamais: Can you expand on what you mean by  
reciprocal accountability? What does that look like,  
in practice?

David: We have long been bedeviled by one of those 
“devil’s dichotomies”—the standoff between Rousseau 
and Hobbes. The latter said that men are inherently 
vile, and thus we need constant repression of our base 
or predatory tendencies by the harsh rod of authority, 
either from lords or the state or church. Rousseau held 
that we are angels in the “state of nature” and only 
corrupted by all that state and religion stuff.

To any sensible person, these crystallized essences 
seem the purest hogwash! As John Locke sensibly 
pointed out, humans are obviously complex mixtures 
of angelic and devilish traits. Some of us behave well 
if left unsupervised. Others won’t. But clearly both 
Hobbes and Locke were right to criticize the demean-
ing effects of each others’ prescriptions. Too much 
supervision, and too little, are both recipes for disaster.

Fortunately, Locke—and Adam Smith and Franklin 
and other figures from the pragmatic wing of the 
Enlightenment—noticed something cool. Something 

that had been discussed by Pericles, briefly, more than 
two millennia earlier (just before the kings and priests 
and Platonist philosophers brought the curtain down 
on a 2,000-year dark age). They noticed that you don’t 
need very much repression from above, in order to 
curb the nasty tendencies in human nature. By and 
large, with a little help from a benign state, we can do 
that job ourselves! If common people are empowered 
with rights—speech, protest, petition, and recourse 
to law—they will naturally (and eagerly) pounce upon 
each others’ faults, especially whenever they see 
someone trying to pull some kind of predatory moves.

In theory, reciprocal accountability is about a benign 
state helping neighbors to cancel out each others’ 
devils, while the better angels of our nature are free to 
cooperate or compete joyfully, in markets and other 
“arenas” of human accomplishment.

Sure, any person reading this will shout and point out a 
myriad ways in which this process is not working well 
today! But I must answer in two ways. (1) We got to 
where we are today precisely because this process has 
worked pretty well, enough times to change the entire 
sweep of human existence. (2) Your own rapid objec-
tions, seeking to correct my error, are examples of this 
modern reflex. You help to prove my point.

Ironically, one person used this method to pin me with 
an apparent exception, an apparent failure of recipro-
cal accountability and transparency to do the good 
that I keep yattering about. “What about shy people?” 
she asked? “Transparency may empower them, like 
everybody else. But shy people don’t want to step for-
ward and skewer others with accountability. They don’t 
want to stop peeping toms and big brothers by ‘look-
ing back.’ They just want to be left alone.”

Try as I might, I cannot come up with a glib answer 
to that one. Except to say that the world of tomorrow 
needs to be more than just open and free. It will also, 
eventually, have to be at least a bit polite.

Jamais: As I’ve written about the participatory panop-
ticon, it seems to me that the most profound changes 
that will emerge from the technologies of transparency 
have to do with relationships—how we interact with 
each other. Manners matter when we all have this kind 
of power, whether we want it or not. So does trust. 
Privacy gets all of the attention, but the most painful 
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mutual transparency for social good. He invited David to join him in this conversation.

changes will have more to do with honesty—or, as  
you put it, “accountability.”  

It’s interesting to watch this all emerge. The clash 
between the pre-panopticon culture and the reciprocal 
accountability culture will likely be noisy and not always 
very pleasant for either side. We can see inklings of this 
with the dismay many older Americans feel about how 
much teenagers reveal about themselves on sites like 
MySpace. Dire warnings about employment prospects 
rub shoulders with moral panics about photos of young 
people acting like, well, young people. Meanwhile, the 
folks using these sites, by and large, can’t quite see 
what all the fuss is about. They’ve internalized a bit of 
the panopticon culture. Most people writing about this 
subject seem to assume that, once these young people 
grow up, they’ll be embarrassed by their past exhibi-
tionism. But what if they are not?

“What do you think are the most important dynamics 
here? Is this technology drive? Is it a result of a grow-
ing desire for accountability by those with social power, 
such as the placement of cameras in police cars to 
record traffic stops? Or are we backing into it, not quite 
realizing the impact of things like camera phones?

David: There are so many levels. One is the tendency 
of all professionals to defend their turf, which is a phe-
nomenon as old as specialization itself. If allowed to 
take root and metastasize, this natural human drive will 
result in a myriad barriers erected, telling amateurs and 
citizens never to do anything for themselves because 
they are “not qualified.” Certainly this will be applied 
to the most powerful thing of all, knowledge. And the 
ability to see. Excuses and rationalizations will abound, 
for why citizens must not be allowed to see this or that. 
Eventually, to see anything at all. But, I think it’s even 
better explained at another level. One that I call “the 
return of the village.”

Seriously, all the stuff you carry in your wallet—credit 
cards, ID, money—these are all credentials that replace 
something else that used to suffice in human life, 
your reputation. During 99% of human generations, 
we lived mostly in villages and clans and small towns 
where everyone knew everybody else. That’s why most 
people can identify and “know” about 1,000 to 5,000 
people, the maximum number that a gregarious person 
would have had to know in olden times.

 

In those days, (as attested to vividly in Shakespeare) 
your reputation was incredibly important. It reflected 
your status among those few thousand people who 
mattered. It determined your ability to buy and sell and 
to derive the benefits of reciprocal respect, to basically 
make deals with a hand shake. Modern urban pseudo-
anonymity is, by comparison, a recent and uncomfort-
able innovation, only made possible with countless 
prosthetic devices. Lenses and cameras that extend 
vision. Books, libraries, and databases that extend 
memory. And credentials and money that enhance 
reputation, turning it into a complex fluid with countless 
nuanced functions. But they all still boil down to the 
same thing: “Will all my fellow tribesmen let me have 
and do and become the things that I want?”

Jamais: Historically, we haven’t done a very good job 
at making village communities that allow their mem-
bers to do and become the things that they want. 
Overwhelming observation has, by and large, been 
more often used to suppress outside-the-mainstream 
behavior than to go after the powerful and corrupt. 
How do you see this emerging world differing?

David: You and I are examples of the sort of people 
who were burned at the stake in almost any other cul-
ture. Yet, in this one, we are paid well to poke at the 
boundaries of the “box.” I’m pretty grateful for that, 
and for the millions of others like us, who are allowed 
and encouraged to bicker and compete and criticize. 
It is a noisy, noisome civilization and its imperfections 
may yet kill us all. But is so vastly beats all of the neat 
and tidy ones that came before. 

Now we’re entering a new era when the village  
seems about to return. With our senses and memories 
enhanced prodigiously by new prostheses, suddenly 
we can “know” the reputations of millions, soon to  
be billions, of fellow Earth citizens. A tap of your VR 
eyeglasses will identify any person, along with profiles 
and alerts, almost as if you had been gossiping about 
him and her for years.

It’s seriously scary prospect and one that is utterly 
unavoidable. The cities we grew up in were semi-anon-
ymous only because they were primitive. The village is 
returning. And with it serious, lifelong worry about that 
state of our reputations. Kids who do not know this 
are playing with fire. They had better hope that the vil-
lage will be a nice one. A village that shrugs a lot, and 
forgives. 

Jamais Cascio 
is a co-founder of WorldChanging, an IFTF Research 
Affiliate, and guest editor of this year’s Ten-Year 
Forecast: Perspectives. He has been a leading  
commentator on the participatory panopticon.

Tools: Living Life Under a Lens 

The participatory panopticon emerges from the 
intersection of well-established technological and 
social trends. Digital cameras have gotten smaller, 
cheaper and easier to use; online storage and wire-
less networking have become more plentiful and, 
quite often, free to use; and in much of the world, 
the dominant information platform isn’t the desktop 
computer but the mobile telephone. Web sites like 
Flickr and YouTube make it easy for people to share 
recordings of their lives, and youth-oriented social-
networking sites like MySpace are full of casual 
photos and videos uploaded with little thought.  

The next decade will see more people recording 
just about everything they see—including the activ-
ities and words of the people around them. This is 
more than snapping a photo of an interesting sight, 
it’s the full-time capture of one’s surroundings. An 
already extant early manifestation of this practice, 
referred to as “life caching,” relies on still images 
from handheld or wearable cameras; as bandwidth 
and storage continue to get cheaper, life caching 
will inevitably move to video.

The utility of such tools isn’t hard to see. Constant 
recordings of one’s activities, easily accessed 
through sophisticated indexing and tagging soft-
ware, would quickly become something akin to a 
backup memory, augmenting often dubious, error-
prone natural memories. Anyone in professional or 
social positions in which accurate documentation of 
actions and conversations is important would find 
these tools of enormous value, as would people 
suffering from “information overload,” a condition in 
which remembering what’s vital and timely amidst 
the abundant and banal is difficult at best. 

Users: The Generations Divide 

The particulars of use will likely split along demo-
graphic lines. Aging but tech-friendly populations 
in the United States, Japan, and Europe will be a 
major audience, as these technologies (if given a 
sufficiently easy-to-use interface) will be of enor-
mous value to people suffering from age-related 
memory lapses. Business, military, and civil secu-
rity use will be commonplace, as well; the U.S. 

military is already experimenting with early forms of 
these tools, looking at the recording functions as a 
way of improving after-action analysis. 

By contrast, today’s MySpace generation will 
embrace the networking aspects of the technolo-
gies, seeing the life caching tools as a means 
of sharing their life experiences with peers. 
Recognizing this emerging trend, a growing num-
ber of so-called “mobile network virtual operators” 
(MNVOs), who repackage and resell bandwidth 
from major carriers, have launched with an empha-
sis on data, video, and network connectivity rather 
than voice. These new operators target younger 
markets. MNVOs may prove to be a catalyst in the 
emergence of the participatory panopticon, as they 
can provide wireless networks with features spe-
cific to emerging or niche demands.

Politics: Sousveillance on the Rise 

These tools have a well-established political use, 
as well. Groups like wearcam.org celebrate these 
technologies as making it easier to “watch the 
watchmen,” and call the bottom–up, distributed 
network of observation tools sousveillance, or 
“watching from below,” in contrast to surveillance, 
or “watching from above.” Examples of sousveil-
lance abound. The British press calls on citizens to 
record and upload media-averse politicians deliver-
ing speeches in out-of-the-way locales. A quick-
thinking subway rider in New York uses her camera 
phone to take a surreptitious photo of a man 
exposing himself to female passengers, leading to 
his arrest. Such examples will become increasingly 
common.

Historically, surveillance has been a tool for institu-
tions of authority to maintain control; the advent 
of a sousveillance culture suggests that citizens 
will be better able to keep tabs on the activities of 
those in power. Corrupt or unethical behavior is 
more likely to be uncovered, and recordings of par-
ticularly egregious abuses could be spread almost 
instantly. At the same time, such a social trend 
could manifest as vigilantism, particularly if framed 
as an anti-terrorism or crime-deterrence program.

—Jamais Cascio
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Politics:

Participatory Panopticon
Camera phones, webcams, and other mobile network devices have become increasingly commonplace. While the initial use 

of these devices may have been to trade messages and humorous or embarrassing images among friends, wireless informa-

tion and sensory devices have acquired greater social—and political—importance over the last couple years. They are the early 

manifestation of the participatory panopticon, a world in which we record our lives as well as the lives of those around us. 

everything is potentially on the record, often from multiple perspectives; not only is privacy a thing of the past but potentially 

secrecy as well. Such a world isn’t necessarily intentional; instead, it’s the emergent result of individually reasonable  

technological and social choices, choices we’re making right now. 

Reciprocal accountability is about a benign state helping neighbors to cancel out each others’ devils, 

while the better angels of our nature are free to cooperate or compete joyfully.
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WHAT TO DO

Marketing:

BUILD ECONOMIES ON REPUTATION

In a world where individual behavior can be measured and monitored in lots of 
different ways, reputation will become an increasingly important “currency”—a 
way of valuing the social capital of an individual, a company, or perhaps even 
an entire community. Complex sets of reputation data and equally complex 
reputation analysis tools may well begin to shift the way markets and even 
entire economies behave. For example, new pricing models may emerge for 
health products (and insurance), linking them to healthy behaviors—better 
behavior gets steeper discounts. And as intangibles are increasingly incorpo-
rated into accounting schemes for both communities and corporations, repu-
tation tracking will become a key accounting skill. (See “Finance: Intangible 
ReformS” for more details on alternate capitals.)

Technology:

ExPECT A PANOPLY Of COUNTER-PANOPTICON TOOLS

Even as people embrace a more public and documented life, the demand 
for counter-surveillance (or sousveillance) tools will likely expand at all lev-
els—from institutions to individuals. The same companies and practices that 
provide the context-aware environments of the future may find themselves 
also developing and marketing tools to block some of that context aware-
ness. From surveillance-secure rooms or buildings to tools that can create 
ad hoc “invisible” spaces, people will turn to technology to address some of 
the problems that rapidly changing social norms and behaviors cannot. Over 
time, a complex etiquette of privacy is likely to emerge, not unlike the shifting 
etiquette of cell phone use.

Communities:

ExPLORE EMERGING MEANINGS Of “PUBLIC”

Communities are built around the idea of “public”—public spaces, public 
goods, public identities. Much of the management of communities involves 
brokering shared agreements about what is considered public and what is 
not. As the practical experience of privacy is altered by the participatory pan-
opticon, both the meaning of public and the tools for managing what is con-
sidered public will shift. The result will likely extend far beyond questions of 
privacy to basic assumptions about private ownership.  

WHAT TO 
PONDER

The implications of the pan-
opticon technologies regard-
ing secrecy and account-
ability could be dramatic. 
A world in which someone 
could be capturing and 
uploading what you say or 
do at any time is a world in 
which it has become much 
more difficult to get away 
with lies and misrepresenta-
tions. Politicians surrounded 
by media and citizen cam-
eras at every speech already 
live in this world; as these 
tools spread, accountability-
by-visibility could begin to 
apply to people with much 
lower profiles, including local 
officials, law enforcement 
personnel, shopkeepers, 
business colleagues, and 
even one’s own spouse or 
partner. 

At the same time, the 
technologies may also be 
used to lie in new ways—to 
give video proof of events 
that never happened or to 
“Photoshop” the context, 
for example. Early examples 
are celebrity porn sites that 
appear to show x-rated 
views of celebrities. Many 
viewers may not even care 
whether the photos are 
“real” or not. To say that 
such a media environment 
demands a new level of criti-
cal thinking skills perhaps 
understates the problem; 
what may be needed is an 
entirely new way of deal-
ing with uncertainty. (For 
relevant Perspectives, see 
“Culture: Digital Natives, 
Civic Spaces” and “Science: 
The Next Revolution?”) 
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WHERE TO LOOk

For a look at how “truth” is determined in science, democracy, courts 
and markets, see Brin’s article in the American Bar Association’s 
Journal on Dispute Resolution, “Disputation Arenas: Harnessing 
Conflict and Competition for Society’s Benefit”  
(August 2000).

http://www.davidbrin.com/disputationarticle1.html 

 

In a world 

where 

everything we 

see, say, and 

do will be 

recorded, Big 

Brother will 

yield to the kid 

on the Street
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